Out East with the Quiz Bowl Team

New York & Washington – 1998
[UPDATE: January, 2009—As I gradually go back over my old travelogues, I’ll be leaving the original text intact but adding
additional comments in boldfaced enclosed in brackets to expand on what was originally said. I’ll also add some additional
scanned photos to enhance the original travelogues.]

“Freddy Sez” at Yankee Stadium

On the Intrepid in New York City

Island Beach State Park on the Jersey Shore

[This remains one of my favorite trips. It was the first time I went to New York as an adult, and the trip also took me
to numerous places I hadn’t been before and haven’t returned since. With only minor exceptions this was an easy group to
travel with, and the kids seemed to have a good time. The only real problem was that it was really more a vacation than a quiz
bowl trip, both for me and for the kids. The tournament was almost literally an afterthought, and we ended up not doing very
well in competition.
Something else unique about this trip was that it was the first time I did virtually all the planning on the internet. I had
first gone online in 1997, when I bought a WebTV terminal so I could monitor the work of one of my students who had
designed a new website for Garrigan as a project for the gifted and talented program I run. At the time we had only one
computer at Garrigan that had an internet connection, and at home I was still doing all my work on an Apple II-e I’d bought in
1984. I figured WebTv would be a cheap way to get online. While the initial investment was cheap, with no local provider
associated with WebTV, I paid a fortune in long distance phone charges. I did join the internet age, though, and I found that
planning travel was one of the most practical uses for what people then called “the information superhighway”.]

The BGHS quiz bowl team before a game at Marymount University
By now it seems almost routine to go to nationals with the Garrigan quiz bowl team. 1998 marked our fourth trip to the National
Academic Championship. While our team was not exactly outstanding this year, we qualified in a round-about way, through an on-line
competition on the internet.
This year's tournament was again scheduled for the Washington, D.C. area. In making plans ahead of time, I decided to
incorporate a side-trip to New York City as part of the journey. [New York, however, became the real destination of this trip.] I was
a little pressed for drivers, but fortunately my sister Margaret agreed to go along with us—even though she would be leaving for Europe
with her own students the day after we returned from the East. Late in the school year I also managed to get one of our quiz bowl
alumni, Jean Lappe, to serve as a driver. Plans were set, and at the beginning of June it was time to head out East.

FRIDAY, JUNE 5, 1998
Algona, Iowa to Northwood, Ohio
Margaret and I took care of a few last minute chores and then headed out to Garrigan shortly after 7am. Some of our group
and their parents were already at school when we got there. We got the suburbans packed and headed on our way around 7:30.
Things were remarkably uncrowded for the first fifteen miles. Then we came to Wesley, where we stopped to pick up about a
third of our group. …
… It was a bit of a challenge to get [everyone’s luggage into the suburbans. We had a group of twelve this year, the
biggest group we had traveled with yet. While each suburban can in theory seat six easily, on a long trip with luggage, this was pushing
the limits. We did manage to get all the luggage in, although it obscured the view from the rear view from the rear view mirror. With
that, we were REALLY on our way.

Since I mentioned the size of the group, I might as well take this opportunity to go through the introductions. This year’s group
included:














Tim Mosbach –- a senior who was making his third straight trip to nationals. Tim is a computer nut [the one who
originally designed our school website] who, against my wishes and with a stern warning, actually brought along a
laptop computer with him on this trip. (I’m hopelessly old-fashioned; I can’t imagine needing a computer to be
entertained.) [That’s still pretty much how I feel, even in an age when EVERYONE travels with their laptop.]
Jeremy Richter – a senior who went to Washington with us last year. Jeremy was probably the most daring member of
the group, but at that was really quite tame. [Jeremy was one of the older kids in an incredibly large family. His
youngest brother, John, is a freshmen now—and he’s also out for quiz bowl.]
Nate Fouarge – our third senior. This was Nate’s first quiz bowl trip, but he had traveled before with the music
department. Nate was one of the quietest of the students, and he was always very polite.
Mike Reel – a junior. Mike is a Scout, and most of the time he lives up to the Scout Oath. … Mike’s sister Sarah works
as a nanny in New Jersey, and he had secured special permission to spend time with her during this trip. [Mike would
go on to graduate with honors from the U.S. Naval Academy. …]
Abby Rahm – a junior. Abby was the only junior listed on our starting roster. She was almost always pleasant to travel
with, but she could be notoriously slow when the rest of us were in a hurry. [Abby is a … teacher at Seton, the
elementary school associated with Garrigan, now. She was also in a large family, and her younger brothers have
also been good quiz bowl players.]
Rachel Studer – our final junior … Rachel had been to Spain last summer. …
Tyler Struck – a sophomore, and another of the veterans who went to Washington last year. For Tyler, the biggest event
of the trip would be our visit to Yankee Stadium; the quiz bowl tournament was definitely in second place.
Dennis Gisch – a sophomore, and the last returning veteran in the group. …
Jennifer Reinhart – a sophomore, and the last of the students. Jenny was probably the easiest person to travel with, and
even with her young age just about the most mature. While she isn’t very talkative, she’s interested in everything. She
already knew a lot about the places we were visiting, but she was eager to learn more.
Jean Lappe – Jean graduated two years ago. She was our team captain when the quiz bowl team went to New Orleans.
…
Margaret Sullivan and David Burrow – Most likely you know my sister and me, so I won’t go on about us.

We had a very uneventful drive across Iowa. We even remarked at one point that it was eerie that there was no construction
on Interstate 80. (That comment would, of course, come back to haunt us.) We stopped for lunch at an Arby’s in Coralville, and when
we left we were well ahead of the tentative schedule I had passed out to the kids.
There was construction around the Quad Cities. Steve [who had just recently moved to Moline] had warned us that one
exit in Davenport was being re-built. What he didn't tell us was that starting on the Mississippi River bridge there was almost twenty
miles of single-lane traffic. Welcome to Illinois!
While the construction was annoying, I must make a side comment that I really like the welcome signs Illinois has at its
borders. They read simply “the people of Illinois welcome you.” That’s so much better than putting up some stupid motto or a
“personal” greeting from the governor or the transportation commissioner. [We’ve since copied that wording on Iowa’s welcome
signs.]
There was on-and-off construction all across Illinois, but nothing very serious. Eventually we made it to New Lenox, the
distant suburb where my parents used to live back when Margaret was a little girl. She even recognized "Lincoln Way Elementary
School", although it was obviously not the same building she attended.
We stopped for gas in New Lenox. The kids found out quickly that, although this looked like a fairly nice convenience store,
they had no restroom. Fortunately there was a Burger King nearby, and most of the group managed to do their duty there.
I had heard that there was construction on I-80 in the Chicago area, so I decided it would be quicker to leave the interstate and
tae US 30 across the southernmost suburbs. I can't say if that was a mistake or not, because I have no idea what I-80 was like.
Chicago's freeways can be a nightmare when they're backed up. Unfortunately, we found out, so can the suburban thoroughfares. The
road was okay in Illinois. It alternated between two and four lanes, but mostly traffic moved right along. We averaged 35 – 45 mph,
stopping for a traffic light every couple of miles. Highway 30 passes through some of the oldest, dumpiest suburbs in America, but then
the view from the interstate isn’t much better.
After half an hour or so we came to the Indiana line. Just inside the Hoosier State traffic came to a standstill. The road is
supposed to be four lanes here, and I think they're planning to widen it to six. At the moment, though, there's mile after mile of nasty
construction with two narrow lanes with a cement wall between them and a big drop-off to the right. All along here are shopping centers,
supermarkets, and factories that were changing shifts as we drove through. That traffic moved at all was truly a miracle. Most of the
time it didn’t move; we just sat there and stewed. It’s easy to see how all those “road rage” incidents occur. It took us over an hour to
go no more than twenty miles through northern Indiana. We may have been ahead of schedule at lunch, but now we were far behind.

We intended to take I-65 back to I-80. Once we finally got past the construction we started to see signs for I-65. They were
consistently in the right lane, so I made a point of getting into the right lane, assuming it would be a cloverleaf. Even 500 feet before the
exit there was a sign for I-65 north in the right lane. Then suddenly at the interchange there was one tiny sign indicating a left turn on to
the interstate. There was no way I could get over, so we drove miles on ahead to get to another road that led up to I-80. It wasn’t really
any longer, but it certainly was frustrating.
I had planned to have supper at the same service area on the Indiana Tollroad where we had stopped last year. That service
area was clear at the east end of the state, and after our delays in Chicago, it quickly became clear that we should be stopping sooner.
So we pulled off at a service area on the Indiana Tollroad near South Bend. The main food there was Arby’s, which didn’t exactly thrill
me, given that I had chosen from the same menu for lunch. I joined several of the kids at a place that billed itself as "Pizza Hut
Express", which guaranteed personal pan pizzas in two minutes. That guarantee was downright meaningless, and the use of the term
"express" was definitely stretching it. The staff here was absolutely incompetent. They seemed to have a set mixture of types of pizza
that they put into the oven, regardless of what people ordered. It turned out that about seven customers in a row (including me) ordered
pepperoni. Their mixture coming out of the oven was heavy on supreme and sausage, but there was only one pepperoni. "No problem,"
the counter clerk assured us. "It'll be up in two minutes." The next round of pizzas were also mostly supreme and sausage, both of
which were piling up in boxes under the heat lamps. Again there was only one pepperoni. Again we were told the wait would be just two
minutes. I ended up waiting almost fifteen minutes for my pizza, and some of our group waited over twenty for theirs. In the meantime
they must have been piling up those unwanted supremes to the ceiling.
For me Indiana is a transition state; it's where the Midwest ends and the East begins. The most noticeable thing is that the
farms disappear, and suddenly all you see is forest. Supposedly Indiana is one of the biggest agricultural states in America, but the
view from I-80 is nothing but woods. The forest begins just past Chicago and extends all the way to the Atlantic.
[Having just completed my second Amtrak trip to the East, it’s interesting to observe that on the train you hardly see
forest at all in the Hoosier State. Indeed, it’s much easier to see how people describe both Indiana and Ohio as “Midwestern”.
From the train, most of northern Indiana looks quite urban, but the pattern of development looks more like Illinois or
Wisconsin than Pennsylvania or New York. The train also passes through a lot of farm land, and not nearly as much forest as
the interstate. Given that Amtrak passes just a few miles south of the tollway, it’s hard to believe there’s such a difference.]
There was on and off construction on the Indiana Tollroad, too. The most annoying construction, though, was in Ohio. When
Paul and I were here last summer, it appeared that they were trying to six-lane the Ohio Turnpike all the way across the state. Lord
knows they need to do that. It appeared this summer, though, that all the same construction projects were still there, in precisely the
same places they had them last summer. Ohio likes to box you in with cement dividers. I hate those things; they give me
claustrophobia. I’m always deathly afraid I’ll over-correct the steering wheel as I negotiate my way down the narrow lane, and surely I’ll
hit one of those cement monsters. I never have done that, mind you, but I always KNOW I’m going to.
It was just about sunset when we made it to Toledo, just as it was last year when we came through here. Fortunately I was
smarter this year in making up our schedule. Last year we pushed another full hour beyond Toledo, which was definitely an hour too
much. This year Toledo was our destination, and I for one was ready to stop when we got here.
More precisely our destination was Northwood, Ohio, a suburb just southeast of downtown Toledo. We were staying at the
Comfort Inn/Toledo/South (although if you look at a map, “East” or “Central” would be better descriptions of its location). [The place is
just barely south of downtown, in a suburb that extends to the east.] We found the motel with no problem and checked in.
This was an enormous motel. I’ve never seen a Comfort Inn that was part of a convention complex before, but that’s exactly
what this one was. There were several large meeting rooms, surrounded by hallway after hallway of guest rooms. I imagine this must
be what it’s like to stay at the Holiday Inn convention complex at the Des Moines Airport. I’ve gone to lots of conferences there, but I
always stay at one of the cheap motels down the street. I think I’d be closer to the meeting site staying at a different motel than in some
of the more remote rooms on-site.
The motel prominently posted signs giving the cost of everything of value in the rooms (towels, remote control, clock/radio,
etc.) and threatening to add the costs of to your bill if anything turned up missing. Some of the things I can't imagine why anyone would
steal—bed sheets and curtains, for instance. I'll usually take the complimentary soap when I stay at a motel. It's intended for guest use
anyway, and our local food pantry encourages people to donate it. I can honestly say, though, that I've never stolen anything that was
truly motel property. I always assumed any motel would add the cost of missing items to the bill. I figured that's why they had the
"additional charges" space off to the side of the credit card slip. [Wow, I hadn’t even thought of hotel credit card slips in years.
These days you typically get a computer-printed folio and possibly a cash register charge receipt. Those imprinted forms are
definitely a “blast from the past”.] It really struck me as odd that they went to such lengths to publicize the policy here, though.
Margaret called back to Iowa to check on the status of her group's tickets to Spain. There had been some confusion in booking
their flight, but in the end everything had come through okay. We watched a bit of TV and soon were off to sleep.

SATURDAY, JUNE 6, 1998
Northwood, Ohio to Somerset, New Jersey

The old blue suburban, parked near the Comfort Inn—South, Toledo, Ohio
(Note David Burrow’s Casey’s travel mug set on the trunk of the car parked next to the suburban.)
The motel served a complimentary continental breakfast. When I asked the clerk where it was, she told me it was in the
restaurant. I hesitated for a moment before going in, since it's pretty rare that anything at a restaurant is free. Apparently the restaurant
is actually closed for breakfast, but they set up a small buffet in there. It was actually a nicer spread than most motels give out in the
morning--doughnuts, bagels, danish, and toast; cereal; fruit; coffee; and a wide selection of juices. I never complain about any free
food, but this was definitely more than "continental" breakfast. [I’ve since stayed at numerous hotels, particularly in the “Choice”
family that includes Comfort Inns, where a free breakfast is served in the motel restaurant. When that is the case, quite often
the buffet will include a hot item like scrambled eggs or sausage.]
The first item on the agenda this morning was a short side trip. Toledo is located right on the Ohio/Michigan border, and a few
members of the group expressed some interest in saying they had been in Michigan. I agreed to drive them over the line. I-75 through
Toledo is mostly four lanes, with tight curves and embankments right next to the road. There was construction again, so it wasn't a very
pleasant drive. There seemed to be trucks everywhere, most of them driving much slower than the rest of the traffic.
That changed at the Michigan border, though. Suddenly we had six wide lanes, and the highway ran straight as an arrow
northward toward Detroit. Apparently they not only build cars in Michigan; they also know what it takes to drive them easily. Trucks use
the right lane, and cars use the other two. That arrangement permits traffic to flow at or above the 75mph speed limit that is now legal in
Michigan. I can't say I agree with speed limits like that (people seem to forget that the main reason we lowered the speed limit to begin
with was to preserve our energy resources), but at least Michigan has the type of highway where you can feel safe going 75.
We drove to a rest area about ten miles north of the border, and then we just turned around and headed back to Ohio. On the
way back I pointed out to the kids that if we had gone another 25 miles north, we could have been at the Canadian border. Some of
them were serious in suggesting we turn around and do it. Maybe another time. [Even in 1998 it would have been difficult for
minors not accompanied by their parents to cross the Canadian border. Today that would be absolutely impossible.]
Traffic was heavy all the way across Ohio. I’m sure the locals thought traffic was light (it was, after all, the weekend), but to me
the turnpike seemed jammed the length of the state. The best part was probably near Cleveland, where it actually is six lanes, so traffic
can spread out a bit and get around all the trucks. The very concept of tollroads bothers me (although I've certainly taken my share of

them over the years), and it's even more bothersome when you pay money for a road that really isn't very good. [They’ve since
finished six-laning the Ohio Turnpike all the way from Toledo to the Pennsylvania border, and they’re working on the
westernmost portion.]
There is one improvement I saw on the Ohio Turnpike from last year. They're changing their exit-numbering scheme. When
they built the turnpike, they numbered the exits sequentially (1, 2, 3, etc.) all the way across the state. Since then they've added several
exits, so you'll see things like "6-A" between Exits 6 and 7. At one point we saw A, B, and C exits between two of the standard numbers.
All those extra exits means that the one useful point of sequential numbering (being able to count how many exits it is until the one you
want) is lost. This summer all the exit sign along the Ohio Turnpike were being changed to reflect two different numbers, the traditional
exit number and a new number based on the mileage from the western border (the system almost every other state uses these days).
It’s the old numbers that are still official, but at least they’re headed in the right direction. [Almost every state has now made the
switch to mileage-based exit numbers. The only places I’ve been recently that haven’t are New York (which is in the process
of switching) and California (which—annoyingly—has no exit numbers at all.]
Eventually we made it to Youngstown, where we left the turnpike and turned onto a free stretch of I-80. What greeted us when
we exited? Why construction, of course. Somehow we managed to get through it, and before long we were in Pennsylvania.
We stopped for lunch at Sharon, at the first exit beyond the Pennsylvania border. It’s interesting that in Pennsylvania they
number two-part exits “1-N’ and “1-S” to indicate northbound and southbound, rather than just “A” and “B” like you’d see here. They do,
however, use the old-fashioned sequential numbering system, so that 300 miles east of here you’re only up to Exit 35. [Pennsylvania
has since changed their exit numbers.]
Lunch today was strange; in fact it was probably the single weirdest meal of the trip [and even today one of the weirdest I’ve
ever had in my life]. We stopped at a convenience store called Sheetz whose sign said they had a Taco Bell Express, as well as
burgers and pizza inside. While I was a bit leery of the “express” label after last night’s experience, this seemed like just about the only
choice. After gassing up the suburbans, I headed inside to get some lunch.
There was a woman behind the Taco Bell counter, so I went up and attempted to get her attention. There was no response, so
I looked around a bit, pondering what to do. Finally one of the kids laughed and explained the ordering system. Perhaps I should say
"systems"; there were two, and they were equally strange. For Taco Bell you had to peel off an order form from a pad on the counter.
Then you made an "X" beside each item you wanted, indicating the quantity and any special ingredients on a line at the side. You then
put the order form into a plastic holder. That was the signal to the woman behind the counter (who might as well have been mute) that
she needed to get to work. She took the order form and started making the tacos. When they were ready, she just put the order form
(which is also your receipt) in a different place on the counter. Their other restaurant (which shared much of Taco Bell's kitchen
equipment) was called "Made to Order". For MTO, you ordered from a touch screen computer terminal in front of the counter. First you
selected the kind of food you wanted (salad, sandwich, pizza, etc.). Then the screen showed all the available items in that category.
You selected the one you wanted and then went through a series of questions about the specifics of what you wanted (it was “made to
order,” after all). All this was via an almost wordless touch screen. Eventually you reached a screen that had a summary of your order
and asked you to press "confirm" to actually order your food. The machine printed out a receipt, and only then did the order show up on
the cook's computer screen.
Regardless of where you order your food, you have to bring your receipt up to the main cash register for the convenience
store. They ring it up and then go and get your food from the cooks. It's about as quick and easy as shopping for groceries in Russia.
I'm sure they thought this all-automated system was the wave of the future, but I really think they could handle things more efficiently
the old-fashioned way. About the only advantage I can see is that it would allow them to hire cooks who don’t speak English—since
they never have to deal with customers. That didn’t seem to be a problem here, though; everyone was Anglo. [It tells you something
that the system still hasn’t caught on a decade later.]
That rather humorous lunch re-invigorated me, so I was a bit less tired as we set off eastward again on I-80. A word of advice
for those who plan to travel east any time in the near future—I-80 is definitely the way to go. Last year we took the God-awful
Pennsylvania Turnpike (I-76), which is proud to be "America's first super-highway" and has been deteriorating for sixty years. I-80 is a
relatively new freeway; parts of it are barely more than ten years old, and most of it is less than twenty-five. From Pennsylvania's point
of view, it goes nowhere. Sharon is just about the biggest thing on the entire route, and even the places that are a little ways off the
road (State College, Williamsport, etc.) aren't really all that big. The terrain is quite mountainous, but the road is remarkably straight and
level--at least as compared with the turnpike. The scenery is spectacular, and the driving is really quite easy. Even a few areas of
construction didn't spoil things too much. Of all the roads we took on this trip (in twelve states and the District of Columbia), I-80 in
Pennsylvania was definitely the most pleasant to drive. [I-80 has gotten older and busier in the intervening years, but it’s still just
about the best highway in a state with universally bad roads.]
The one bad thing about Pennsylvania is that you never have any clue where you are. All across Ohio we kept seeing signs
for “New York City”, counting downward starting at about 600 miles. In Pennsylvania, though, the “New York” signs disappear, even
though that has to be where better than half of the traffic is headed. Instead you get signs for “destinations” like Clarion, DuBois, and
Bloomsburg, which are never more than 40 miles away. With all those sequential exit numbers, you can’t even use the exits as a guide
to picture the miles peeling away. Virtually the whole state is forest (this is, after all “Penn’s Woods”), so one place pretty much looks
like the last. It’s not really boring, just frustrating in never really feeling like you’re making progress.

We stopped at a rest area about halfway across the state. They had vending machines where I purchased an odd item—an
ice cream bar coated in orange sherbet. Margaret appeared to recall such an item from her youth, but I’d never seen anything like it
before. I can’t say it was terribly good, but it was an interesting snack. [I’ve seen “retro” shows on Food Network refer to these
things, apparently called “Creamsicles” as if they were a part of everyone’s experience growing up; I guess I’m not
“everyone”, since I was 35 years old before I ever had a Creamsicle.]
We passed a sign somewhere in Pennsylvania proclaiming the highest point on I-80 east of the Mississippi. The elevation was
around 3,600 feet—far higher than the 400 or so you'd find in Illinois, but well shy of the 7,000+ passes in Wyoming (or the 12,000 foot
Eisenhower Tunnel on I-70 in Colorado). The mountains here are the Poconos, where characters in movies and plays go on their
honeymoons. I can see why. They'd be easy to get to from the big cities, but they give the feeling of being secluded far from the rest of
the world.
Eventually we made it to East Stroudsburg and the Delaware Water Gap, which marks the Pennsylvania/New Jersey border.
We crossed the Delaware on a very low bridge. That surprised me. We were only about 100 miles from the mouth of the river, and I
figured they would get ship traffic on it. It may be, though, that the "gap" marks the end of navigation. [I’d learn later that’s precisely
what it is.] There certainly aren't any major cities further north. At any rate, we were all but on the water's surface for two miles as we
crossed into the Garden State.
One pleasant welcome to New Jersey was that the bridge was only toll westbound. Driving east we crossed the Delaware for
free. Another pleasant welcome was that in this most urban of states, the freeway more than matched the traffic. Within five miles of
entering New Jersey, I-80 becomes six continuous lanes. Whenever there is a major hill, they add a creeper lane for uphill traffic. By
the time we got off at Exit 27 (which in New Jersey means 27 miles from the border), I-80 was up to eight continuous lanes. Supposedly
if we had continued eastward just ten miles further, it would be twelve lanes, with that or more continuing all the way into New York City
(about twenty-five more miles). [I’ve driven in New Jersey three times in my life, and each time the state has impressed me. Its
highways are among the best in the world, and it’s a surprisingly beautiful state.]
We left the interstate at Netcong, where we got on US 206, a two-lane road that looks positively rural on any map of New
Jersey. Believe me, after driving here, I'll never trust an atlas to tell me the actual boundaries of any city. On the map metro New York
appears to end about ten miles east of highway 206, roughly at its beltway. In fact, 206 was pretty much solid suburb. We passed minimall after mini-mall, housing development after housing development, and industrial park after industrial park. Fortunately, traffic did
move right along. Even with the occasional stoplight, we probably averaged 40 – 45mph on this twenty-mile stretch. [Even suburban
strips in New Jersey are usually built for speed. This stretch is pretty much equivalent to US 30 across Chicagoland. Even
without construction, highway 30 tends to bottleneck, and it’s rare to make it through more than a couple traffic lights in a
row. In New Jersey they have more lanes, they synchronize their lights, and they have a statewide system of avoiding leftturn back-ups. That makes it a lot easier to drive in than some places that theoretically have less congestion.]
While I'm definitely not a big fan of suburban development, New Jersey's version of it looks better than what you see in many
places. All those trees cover (as my mother would say) "a multitude of sins". Even in this heavily built-up area, you still get the feeling of
being in the forest. That's MUCH nicer than places like Denver [where I’d gone not long before this trip], with its fields of condos
spreading out across the plain and now marching up the mountains and spoiling the whole reason people want to move out there. No
one will describe New Jersey as "spectacularly beautiful", but given the number of people they cram into this little space, it does a
remarkably good job of justifying that "garden state" moniker.
[New Jersey really is surprisingly attractive. To me, it’s exactly what a suburban area should be—pleasant “country”
living with easy access to the city. Of course, the trade-off for being so pleasant is that most “real” people (myself included)
could never afford to live there.]
Eventually we came to Somerville, a town I’d actually been to before. Years ago when my father and I joined Paul when he
went to an NEA convention in Philadelphia, my dad visited a publisher in Somerville—basically as an excuse to turn the whole thing into
a “business” trip for tax purposes. [It occurs to me as I re-read this that the dubious deduction was probably never taken, since
my father died the winter after that trip to Philadelphia and chances are when my brother and sister did taxes for his estate,
no one ever thought of the “business” trip; I wonder if you can file a 1040-X twenty-five years after the fact.] I remember
Somerville from the trip as being the start of New York; obviously the area has sprawled further outward in the past fifteen years.
At Somerville we joined I-287, the New York Beltway. I’m never sure on beltways what direction the highway planners will thin
you are going or what destination they will put on the sign. Here our direction was “south” (even though we were heading almost due
east) and the destination was “Perth Amboy”, which thankfully was another place I’d been before. I knew this was on the coast, directly
across from Staten Island, New York.
I-287 is a twelve lane highway with a local/express lane system. I knew we would be exiting fairly soon, and I thought I had
made a big mistake when I realized we were in the express lanes. Fortunately they give frequent opportunities to move back and forth,
and before long I was back on the outside of the mess, in the local lanes.
The freeway runs through the Raritan Valley region, which is best known for the single largest concentration of chemical plants
in America. It's weird, though, that they don't look ominous and threatening like the chemical plants in Louisiana and Mississippi. Here
they just look like buildings you'd see in any industrial park anywhere. It's definitely not nice stuff they make, though. New Jersey has
more "Superfund" toxic waste sites than any other state. I read later that three of them are in Bound Brook, just across the interstate
from where we were staying.

We got off at Exit 10 (whose sign read "formerly Exit 6"—they, too, just recently re-numbered their exits). Exit 10 leads to
County Road 527, which is also Easton Avenue. We turned southward and then almost immediately made a sharp right to our hotel.
The hotel entrance was literally at the end of the exit ramp.
The Quality Inn at Somerset was not really what I expected, but it was certainly a very nice hotel. Quality Inns are usually
older hotels, often several stories high, that have been converted and are now mostly used by businessmen. This one was mostly two
stories, and in some places just one. It rambled on endlessly next to the freeway. It, too, was a convention complex, with huge meeting
rooms as well as its own health club (with an Olympic-sized pool). There was absolutely no business anywhere close. The nearest
neighbors were the offices of "World's Fair Center", a four-floor dark glass tower-lette. Behind the hotel was “Davidson Place”, another
office complex. [Choice Hotels has since built two other hotels near the same exit in Somerset, and a few other businesses
have apparently located nearby.]
The whole time we were there, the place was nowhere close to full. Because of this, it surprised me that our rooms weren’t
even vaguely close together. The bulk of the guest rooms were in hallways that radiated off three ways from a central atrium with a big
palm tree in the middle of it. Two of our rooms were in one hallway, a third down another hallway, and the fourth upstairs. I have no
clue why they didn’t put us closer together.
The rooms here were very nice. In addition to the standard amenities, they had refrigerators and coffeemakers right in the
room, as well as an endless supply of every kind of toiletry imaginable. The place seemed fairly quiet overall, and I anyway managed
to sleep quite well most of the time we were here.
After getting settled in, Margaret and I set off to explore the area. In particular I wanted to scout out where the commuter train
stations we would be using were located. We headed south on Easton Avenue into New Brunswick.
New Brunswick is an old colonial city that has only quite recently been dominated by the crawl of the suburbs. Most people
probably know it best as the home of Rutgers University, the state-run university for New Jersey. The city's other major employer is
Johnson & Johnson, who have their world headquarters here on the banks of the Raritan River. The favorite son here is Joyce Kilmer,
who penned those immortal words, "Poems are made by fools like me, but only God can make a tree."
Our hotel was technically not in New Brunswick. It was instead in Somerset, a place which despite its "olde worlde" name
appears to have been built to be a suburb. [As they’d say in the “olde worlde”, it was “purpose-built”.] Somerset is basically the
new part of New Brunswick, but we had to drive into the old city to get anywhere. … And the old city is just that. New Brunswick is really
rather quaint, with charming old row houses that have been restored for both residential and business use. Part of that charm, though,
comes from the narrow old colonial streets that wander around aimlessly and intersect at odd angles. Compounding things, all the
major streets in this city of 60,000 people are two lanes wide. They really can't widen them without destroying most of what's pleasant
about the town. Traffic crawled along, even late on Saturday night, with pedestrians moving nearly as quickly.
—And my were there pedestrians! The areas we drove through were primarily Hispanic, and everybody seemed to be
observing the old Spanish custom of the "paseo"—going out for a long walk while socializing with everyone in the neighborhood. In
addition to all of them, we saw Rutgers students making their way in and out of the various bars and restaurants in college-town. I’m
note sure I’ve been anywhere else that was quite so lively on a weekend night.
Eventually we made it to the New Brunswick railroad station, which is right in the heart of downtown. The trains arrive
overhead on an old viaduct that runs above most of the city. The station itself is at least a hundred years old, sort of like a larger version
of the old depot in the restored town at Old Threshers in Mt. Pleasant. The big difference is that this depot is three stories tall—the
actual departure lounge is on the top floor by the viaduct, they have offices on the second floor, and there are a few small shops at
ground level.
We drove around the downtown area a bit to find the most convenient parking for the station. Almost by accident I spotted a
sign for the Jersey Avenue NJ Transit station. I had planned ahead of time to use that station on business days, because it had a parkand-ride, as opposed to the pricey ramps downtown. We headed west, following the sign and hoping the station was relatively close.
Fairly soon we came to a series of awkward intersections, where several streets all came together at once. At one of those the sign for
Jersey Avenue pointed to the left. Unfortunately there were three different possible streets it could have been pointing toward; they
were all "sort of" to the left. I made a wrong choice, which gave us the opportunity of seeing a lot more of residential New Brunswick
than we had planned. About half the place is brick row houses, with the rest tall, narrow wood houses on tiny lots. The homes are all
quite old, but almost without exception they are well maintained. The people here are not wealthy, but the place definitely isn’t a slum.
We made it back to the right street and drove about four miles further west past a line of old, beat-up factories that, surprisingly
enough, were still in use. Eventually we came to the Jersey Avenue station. It is almost exclusively used by commuters and was closed
for the weekend. That was okay, though, because it gave me a chance to scope out the station and especially the extremely
complicated ticket machines.
We drove back into downtown New Brunswick and then headed back out toward the Quality Inn. That’s when we realized you
couldn’t make a left turn anywhere on Easton Avenue [or much of anywhere else in New Jersey]. The hotel was on the west side of
the highway, and there was no way we could figure out how to get there. We ended up going back on the interstate, crossing the river
to the next exit (Piscataway), turning around and getting on the freeway the other direction, and exiting again at Easton Avenue. As we
exited we realized that the ramp that sent westbound traffic exiting the freeway toward New Brunswick also served as a U-turn ramp for

Easton Avenue so that northbound traffic could turn around and approach the businesses in the southbound lanes. It was still awkward
getting back to the motel, but at least now we knew how to do it.
Before long there was a knock at the door. It was Mike, together with his sister (the nanny) and her boyfriend. We chatted a
bit, and I was pleased that both of the “natives” agreed that taking the train was by far the best way to get into New York. In fact, Sarah
and her friend talked about one time they drove to Manhattan and spent over two hours looking for a place to park.
I had set a time to meet with the kids to discuss our plans for the next day, so we all got together in my room to discuss things.
Afterwards, Margaret and I went out again looking for something to eat. While there was plenty of fast food, neither of us really wanted
that. We saw a Boston Market restaurant all lit up, but when we got there, they appeared to be closed (there were no customers, and
the employees were cleaning). We drove around a bit more and eventually saw what looked like a restaurant, but with no visible sign.
We drove into the parking lot and confirmed that the place was indeed a restaurant. We couldn't really tell what kind of restaurant it
was. We just saw a lot of booths and tables. They appeared to be open, though, so we took our chances and went in. It turned out to be
the International House of Pancakes, though I must say it surprised me to see a place like that without a lighted sign that was visible for
blocks. The hostess seated us, and before long a waitress showed up. She first asked what we wanted to drink. They had an
advertisement at the table for carafes of orange juice, and both Margaret and I thought that sounded refreshing. When we ordered
juice, she smiled and said, "well, at least that's easy."
That should have been our cue for what dinner was going to be like. Our waitress was rather obviously in training; in fact, I
think this was her first night. She was pleasant, but she really wasn't very good. It took forever to get any of our food, and when we did,
the main course arrived before the salad. Once we got the main course, our waitress just seemed to disappear. It wasn't that she
ignored us; she literally seemed to disappear from the restaurant. Eventually a waitress who was working another section noticed we
were not being served and asked us what was up. Between her and the hostess, we did manage to get all the food we had ordered,
and they threw in a complimentary dessert for our trouble. We tipped well; I just hope the money went to the appropriate people.
We were just getting settled into bed when I all but hit the ceiling. The phone rang LOUDLY. I’m used to those quiet
electronic chirps. It’s been a while since I heard a good, old-fashioned phone ring, and this one rang with gusto. The call was from
Mike. He had gone out to dinner with Sarah and her boyfriend, and he just called to say he’d gotten back okay. I hadn’t really expected
him to check in, but I’m glad he did—even if it did give me a start.

SUNDAY, JUNE 7
New York City Area
We left the Quality Inn around 8:00 and drove into New Brunswick. We drove past the station and on to a parking ramp on the
next block. Maneuvering the ramp in a suburban was quite an experience. The biggest problem was the vertical clearance. There was a
sign saying the clearance was some ridiculously low amount (6'4", I think). About three different times we heard a scraping noise, and I
panicked that I was doing serious damage to the vehicle. It turned out that what we were hearing was the CB radio antenna scraping
the cement ceiling. Fortunately the antenna is designed to bend, and the radios continued to function normally after we left New
Brunswick.
Since this was Sunday there was plenty of room in the ramp. Both Margaret and I parked in places we knew we could get out
of easily. Then we locked everything up and headed over to the station.
The next order of business was buying tickets. The NJ Transit vending machines are quite complex. They have a video
screen with buttons at the side, sort of like an automatic teller. You first have to choose the language you speak (English or Spanish).
Then you select the transit system you are using. In addition to NJ Transit tickets, the machines sell tickets for PATH (which I’ll
describe later), SEPTA (Philadelphia’s transit system), and Amtrak. After choosing NJ Transit, the next step was to enter our
destination. Every station has a three-digit code, most of which are unmemorable. Fortunately the two stations EVERYBODY uses
(Newark and New York City) are numbered 100 and 000, so they’re pretty easy to remember. Next you have to select the type of ticket
you want. There are tons of choices, but unless you’re a regular commuter, it pretty much comes down to one-way or round-trip.
There’s a significant discount on round-trip tickets, but you can’t use them at rush hour. After going through all of that the machine asks
how many tickets you want. Then there’s a confirmation screen, asking if you really want to buy them. At that point it tells you how
much it costs ($11.50 round trip to New York) and asks how you want to pay. You can use coins, bills, credit cards, or ATM cards to
buy your tickets. After you pay the machine whirs around a while, and it spits a ticket and your change in a receptacle at the bottom.
The change is in coins, and you can sometimes get a lot of them. Jean bought her ticket with a $20 bill, and her change included seven
Susan B. Anthony dollar coins. She felt like she was playing a slot machine.
[This was one of the first places I’d used transit vending machines. I’d later encounter almost identical machines in
St. Louis, Minneapolis, and Los Angeles—among other places. Almost every ticket machine is enormous (mostly because
they have numerous bulky security devices built in) and overly complex (because almost every transit provider sells too wide
a variety of tickets and takes too many methods of payment).]
We made our way up a long series of steps to the waiting area at the top of the depot. People seem to treat this like an actual
station, rather than like a subway; most of them wait for the train in the lounge indoors rather than outside on the platform. Only when
it's close to train time do they head outdoors. [New Brunswick is just about the only commuter station where I’ve actually seen
people wait indoors. Even in winter, people wait on the platforms at the Metra stations in Chicagoland.]

Just before the train was ready to leave Sarah and her boyfriend showed up. They barely had time to buy tickets before the
train was in the station. Fortunately they seem to stop longer than a subway train would. Everybody got on board without any problem.
While I’ve taken public transportation in lots of different cities, I had never before ridden on anything called a commuter train
(as opposed to the subway, el, metro, streetcar, etc.) The only other place I’ve even seen commuter trains was in Chicago, where the
Metra lines run out to the most distant suburbs. [I’d later take several different Metra lines, as well as the Long Island Railroad
and Metrolink trains in Los Angeles.] I really had no idea what to expect. Commuter trains are "real" trains, although they are
powered by overhead electrical wires like a streetcar. [Well, this line of NJ Transit is; in most places diesel engines power the
commuter trains.] Each car has rows of seats set up like a bus. The seats on one side of the aisle are designed to seat up to three
people, and those on the other side seat two. [This configuration seems unique to NJ Transit.] Unlike a subway, it is assumed that
virtually all passengers will have seats; people only stand at rush hour, and even then the middle seats in those three-wide sections are
usually available—it’s just that no one wants to sit there. The seats are nicely upholstered in a high quality fake leather, and they have
high backs that allow you to relax as you ride.
Each train has one or more conductors. They take each passenger's ticket, literally destroy it by punching it over and over
again, and then punch and tear some code into a little card that is placed in front of where the passenger is sitting. The code somehow
represents which train the passenger is on and the station where he is getting off. When new passengers board the train, the cards are
a cue to the conductors as to who has already been checked and who hasn’t. On an inbound train, once you pass Newark the
conductors just rip up the tickets from the newly boarded passengers and take up all the cards in front of everybody else. The
conductors can also sell tickets to people who boarded in a hurry and missed the chance to buy tickets at the machines. There is a $3
surcharge for buying your ticket from the conductor, but even so a surprising number of people seem to do it.
The trip from New Brunswick to Newark is long and frankly boring. The Northeast Corridor line of NJ Transit follows the
mainline railroad all the way. That means most of what you see is all the other tracks that serve the freight lines and Amtrak. To the side
you see a lot of "wrong side of the tracks" neighborhoods—lots of old factories surrounded by razor wire fences. The train passes a lot
of nice areas, too, but they are almost always shielded from view by a screen of trees at the side of the tracks.
One thing about New Jersey shouldn’t have surprised me, but did. It’s how old everything is. I think of most of it as suburban,
and when I picture suburbs as often as not I think of those endless condo developments that are reproducing like rabbits in Minneapolis
and Des Moines and even Iowa City. There’s surprisingly few of those in New Jersey [even today], and those that do exist are fairly
small developments. Instead you see either true apartment complexes, old brick row houses (as opposed to wooden condominiums),
single-family housing developments from the ‘50s and ‘60s, and huge, elegant homes set on acreages. It all makes sense when you
think about it. Much of New Jersey has been suburban for more than a century; people have commuted from these towns as long as
the train tracks have been here. The big development boom here came right after World War II, when all those housing tracts were
built. They may not be “beautiful”, but to my eye they still look better than those monstrosities we see so much of today. Today the
only available land in New Jersey is so far out as to be absolutely impractical [though a lot of it has since been developed]. So,
instead of flocking to condos, people here are instead renovating those old row houses we saw in New Brunswick and adding on to
those little box houses from the ‘50s. If it manages to keep greater New York from looking like Denver, I can only say that’s a good
thing.
On our way into the city, we first went through Edison, Metuchen (muh-TOUCH-in), and Metropark (which is a big park-andride next to the New Jersey Turnpike). Then we stopped at Rahway where you can change to a different train to go to the Jersey Shore.
The only time I'd heard of Rahway before was in the film Scared Straight, where they portrayed murderers sentenced to life terms in the
New Jersey state prison as a way of scaring young people away from crime. I have no idea whether the train passes anywhere near the
penitentiary, but I must say most of what we saw in Rahway looked every bit as appealing as that film. Past Rahway is Linden, and then
two stations in Elizabeth. Elizabeth is definitely a place with "right" and "wrong" sides of the tracks. The area to the east is run down
beyond belief, while to the west is a fairly substantial downtown area that still seems to be active.
All this way the train just crawled along. The stations are each about four miles apart, so just as the train might be getting up to
speed, it has to hit the brakes for the next one. At one point we were passed by the high-speed Amtrak Metroliner; the way it flew by us,
we might as well have been standing still. [Commuter trains go faster than you sense as a passenger, averaging around 40mph.
That’s way slower than the Metroliner, though, and also slower than most subway trains.]
Eventually we got to Newark. Sarah started to get up as the train slowed down for Newark station, and several of the kids
followed her lead. She lives near a different train line, and to get to New York from her home, she has to change trains at Newark. I
assured her that we were staying on this train all the way to New York.
Around Newark we caught our first glimpse of New York City. While it turned out I liked New York immensely, I must say its
skyline leaves a lot to be desired. The real problem is it's too spread out. Chicago has all its tall buildings concentrated in a relatively
small area, which makes for a spectacular effect when you come up on it. In New York's case, though, there are basically two clusters
of very tall buildings, separated by about thirty blocks of look-alike ten-story buildings. Most of the tall buildings are just big boxes that
I'm sure are quite practical but really aren't much to look at. About the only thing that catches the eye from a distance is the Empire
State Building.
Whatever the New York skyline looked like, though, it was nicer than the immediate surroundings. East of Newark is the area
known as the Meadowlands. "Meadow" is a polite Eastern term for "swamp". Much of that swamp has been filled in to build a modern
port facility, but the rest is just standing water, with the occasional chemical drum floating in it. The train follows this swampy coastline

north toward Seacaucus and then abruptly descends into a tunnel beneath the Hudson River. [They seemed to have cleaned this up
somewhat by the time I returned to New York nearly a decade later. It’s still far from a beauty spot, though.]
The tunnel emerges just below ground level on the west side of Manhattan. Here it's just a trench, with sunshine coming in
above. Several streets cross over the top of the tracks as it makes the last half mile of the journey. Eventually a roof appears overhead,
and the train arrives at Penn Station.
Apparently before World War II New York's Pennsylvania Station was one of those showpiece rail terminals you hear about.
Unfortunately when the Pennsylvania Railroad died, so did old Penn Station. Today's "station" is just the basement of the Madison
Square Garden complex. It's basically one big open room, and it's confusing as all get out. I told Margaret it reminded me of a Third
World airport. There are people moving around everywhere, but no one really seems to be going anywhere.
For the first of many times in New York, my instinct took over and proved to be right on target. I knew we needed to exit the
station to the north and turn east. I plowed a path through the mob with the rest of the group following behind. I turned toward what I
thought was north and looked for an exit. I was relieved when I checked outside and saw a sign that said this was 34th Street. After
making it through the crowd, to my mind this might as well have been the "Miracle on 34th Street," since I knew this particular street
was just north of Penn Station. I re-counted to make sure everyone was accounted for, and then turned right (which common sense told
me was east). [New York really is one of the easiest places on earth to get around. Even in lower Manhattan and the outer
boroughs (where the streets aren’t rigidly square), it’s not hard to get oriented.]
As we walked along the first main sight we saw was a K-Mart. This also re-assured me, because I knew it was supposed to
be there. Before we had gone, Tim, who works at the Algona K-Mart, had talked about the fact that there were two K-Mart stores in
Manhattan. I checked out the K-Mart website to confirm where they were and found out that one was indeed just northeast of Penn
Station. From the outside it was certainly like no K-Mart you’d see in Iowa. It occupied the first two floors of a vertical mall, with no
parking anywhere around it. Strange as this was, it would easily be topped by Manhattan’s other K-Mart, which I’ll describe later.
We walked past Madison Square Garden, which really is a bizarre building. The main part of it is a bronze-colored circular
shaped building, sort of like a big grain bin plunked down in the middle of the city. On top of the ticket booth out front is an enormous
balloon decorated to look like a basketball. As a child I was amused to learn that Madison Square Garden was in fact round. Ever since
then I've assumed it was named for a place called Madison Square. There is a Madison Square in New York, but it's about fifteen
blocks south of here. Now I really have no clue where the name comes from. By the way, no part of the complex even remotely
resembles a garden; there's not so much as a decorative tree in the sidewalk anywhere near here. I suppose "garden" must be another
sort of euphemism like "meadow".
Before long we saw the big marquee above the entrance to Macy's, and I knew we were at Herald Square (as in "Give my
regards to Broadway; remember me to Herald Square"). Right in front of us was a set of steps leading down to that most infamous of
public transit systems, the New York City subway.
Like everyone else I remember seeing the pictures of all the graffiti. I've heard horror stories about muggings and murders in
broad daylight on the trains, with bystanders not even batting an eye. I've heard news reports about people urinating in public right on
the subway platforms, and I've heard about gang initiations that involve pushing people off the platforms onto the electrified rails. I
remember a tag line from a documentary I once saw describing the subway by saying "hell is just one flight of stairs down from the
street". I've also heard that New York had been working hard to clean up the subway. Several sources said there were no more graffiticovered cars and that the stations were generally clean and pleasant. Crime in general is supposedly way down in New York, and I'd
seen sources that said you were less likely to be a victim underground than on the street. With conflicting reports, it’s hard to know just
what to believe. One thing was clear, though—unless we wanted to pay a ton of money for taxis, the subway was really the only viable
transportation option in New York.
So who's right in the "good vs. evil" subway debate? Without qualification, the judgment comes down on the "good" side.
Whatever it may have been twenty years ago, today's subway is clean, safe, and efficient. We had no unpleasant experiences on the
subway, and I never had reason to believe we would have them. I'd recommend that absolutely anyone who visits the city take the
subway—no hesitation whatsoever.
[Not only is the New York subway safe and reasonably clean, it is also by far the most efficient form of transportation
in this sprawling city. Trains come more frequently here than in any other system in America, nearly as often as European
metros operate. The express/local system they have in New York is complicated, but it does allow riders to cover long
distances in extremely short times. JFK and O’Hare are roughly the same distance from their respective city centers. Now
that JFK’s “AirTrain” is completed, you can take the E-train subway from there to downtown in just half an hour. The
equivalent ride in Chicago requires nearly an hour on the blue line.]
To ride the New York subway you first need to buy a “metrocard”, a little flexible thing shaped like a credit card, but much
thinner and more flexible. (In theory you can still use the old-fashioned tokens to ride, but not many people do.) [They’ve since
completely discontinued tokens, and many other cities—like Chicago—have gone to cards similar to the Metrocard.] Rather
oddly, they don’t use machines to sell the cards. Instead you buy them from a person who is locked behind bullet-proof glass. There’s
a two-way speaker mounted in the glass, so you can speak back and forth. Our group lined up, and eventually everyone got their
cards. [There’s still a person in every booth in New York, but now they do have machines—remarkably simple ones—that sell
Metrocards.]

To enter the system, you scan your card by hand
past a magnetic reader in the top of the turnstile. If you
do it right, the computer deducts $1.50 from the value of
your card, the screen says “GO!”, and the turnstile
unlocks to let you pass. Unfortunately the scanners
frequently have problems reading the cards. Sometimes
you have to scan your card very slowly, while other times
it will only take it if you make a quick swipe. It reminds
me of the early electronic check-outs, where the poor
cashiers had to pass the groceries over the scanner again
and again before they would register. Sometimes we’d
just give up on one turnstile and go to another one that
seemed to be working better. Most of the time we
avoided the subway right at rush hour; I hate to think of
the back-ups with people trying to get their cards to scan.
[This manual scanning system is still the weak point
of the NYC subway; Chicago’s system, where the
turnstile “eats” the card, scans it, and returns it to
you, is MUCH more efficient.]
New York's subway system can be quite
intimidating to a first-timer. The whole system has around
twenty-five different lines with the numbers 1-7, 9, and
most of the letters of the alphabet. (Why there's no line 8,
I have no clue. [Apparently there never was an 8-line,
nor any plan for one.]) The lines are grouped together
into color-coded “families (for instance, the 1,2, 3, and 9
trains are coded red). All the trains in each color-coded
family run on similar routes in Manhattan, but then each
line branches off in a different direction. To further
confuse things, some routes are express trains , which
can skip as many as eight stations between stops.
Others are locals that stop at every station on the line. At
a big station like Herald Square the mess of lines
intersecting is really quite confusing.
Fortunately I had done quite a bit of research
before making this trip. Mostly I checked out NYC
Transit's website on the internet, which is outstanding.
They give easy to understand directions, good maps, and
specific directions on how to get absolutely anywhere.
[Pretty much every transit website does that these
days, but New York’s was one of the first to have
really good information for potential passengers.] I
had also picked up a map at Barnes & Noble, and I
carried that with me throughout the trip. Armed with that
background, I negotiated this station (and pretty much the
whole system) like a pro.
We got on one of the orange line trains and rode
just two stops north ("uptown" in local lingo) to Rockefeller
Center. Hanging in my apartment I have an art print of
Rockefeller Center that used to belong to my parents. It
was interesting to see the real place and compare it to the
print. Our introduction to the place was an elegant
underground shopping mall where the subway entrances
are located. Everything was closed on Sunday morning,
of course, but it was interesting to window shop and get a
clue as to how the upper-crust New Yorkers spend their
money. We made our way up an elegant staircase with
marble stairs and brass railings to the formal revolving
doors. Outside I looked up and saw an outline that looked
vaguely like the GE Building (formerly the RCA Building)
Art print of what was then called the RCA Building
and a big plaza that was probably the Channel Gardens
Rockefeller Center – New York
depicted in that art print. I must say, though, the place
looks better as artwork than it does in real life. I'm pretty sure it would be impossible to get the distant and all-inclusive view the artist
portrayed. There are just too many other tall buildings getting in the way.

Again my sense of direction amazed me, since just down the street was our destination for the morning, St. Patrick's
Cathedral. While the kids complained about having to go to mass, of course there was no question but what they would go on both of
the weekends this trip included. If you're going to church on a trip, you might as well make it an event, and mass at St. Patrick's was
definitely that.
Oddly, St. Patrick’s really isn’t all that large of a church. It’s not much bigger than St. Cecelia’s in Algona, for instance. It is
lined with side chapels, but there’s no seating in any of them, so it’s just the main sanctuary where people sit. Given the fairly small
size in relation to one of the world’s largest cities, the place was absolutely packed for the main Sunday morning mass. The group split
up and sat in several different pews at the side, with almost everyone’s view obstructed by massive granite pillars. Fortunately they
have TV sets mounted on those pillars, so you can watch what’s going on even if you can’t see anything at the front. It’s an odd
experience to both attend a church service and watch it on TV at the same time, but it was better than just staring at a pillar.
This was a very formal church service [very likely the most formal service I’ve ever attended]. The bulletin described it as
a "solemn pontifical mass", and the chief celebrant was his Eminence, John Cardinal O'Conner, Archbishop of New York. All those
semi-optional parts of the liturgy were included here, and most of them included music. The congregation obviously included a lot of
tourists, but everyone was quite reverent through the whole service.
Making this a very special event was the presence of two heads of state, the presidents of Costa Rica and South Korea
[Miguel Angel Rodriguez and Kim dae-Jung]. The Korean leader was especially significant, since he is the first Christian ever to
head his country. The presidents received heavy applause when they were introduced, and the two of them read the Bible readings for
the day. The Cardinal made them take the back seat later in the service, though, when he urged the congregation to applaud heartily
for a little boy who was celebrating his first communion. [It struck me as strange then—and it still does—that the boy was the only
one doing that. In most parishes, everyone of a certain age (usually second grade) goes through first communion together. It
made me wonder if this kid had been sick at the time his classmates did it.]
This was Trinity Sunday, the week after Pentecost. Cardinal O’Conner joked that he was probably the only clergyman
anywhere in the world who was actually centering his homily on the Trinity that day. He said he was doing that because one of the
biggest problems the early missionaries in Korea had was explaining the concept of the Trinity to a completely different culture. Then
he directly addressed the Korean president at length, congratulating him on his peace initiatives with North Korea and urging him to
continue such Christian efforts. It intrigued me that the Costa Rican president (and indeed, pretty much everyone else in the
congregation) were basically left out of the homily.
All around the sanctuary were cameramen from Korean television. Apparently the mass was being broadcast live in Korea,
and of course clips of it would be shown on the news. There's a good chance that several people in our group (especially the girls—
who I’m pretty sure the cameramen thought were cure) may have been on Korean TV. Several times the cameras were focused in our
direction.
It surprised me that with these dignitaries in attendance there was no extraordinary security at St. Patrick's. We pretty much
just walked in and sat down like we would have in any church. They had the front section roped off, and guards (in business suits) were
standing there to see that no one other than the official delegations went up front. I've seen metal detectors and purse searches for less
important things, though, and it was a pleasant surprise they didn't do anything like that here.
Several of us were interested in looking around the cathedral after mass. Unfortunately there was another service almost
immediately after ours, so we had to leave. It would be interesting to go back on a weekday sometime and gawk at the interior of the
church at my leisure.
Mike, his sister, and her boyfriend left the group after church. They spent the day exploring the city on their own. The rest of
us walked around looking for a place to eat. Most of us hadn’t eaten breakfast, so by this time we were absolutely starved. We walked
down 5th Avenue, past some of the most exclusive shops in the country. It intrigued me that for all the elegance, New York overall
comes across as somewhat dumpy. It reminded me a lot of Mexico City, and a couple of the kids who had been to Mexico made that
same comment. While they seem to wash things down constantly, everything still comes across as rather grungy. [I’ve been back to
New York twice since this was written. I really like the city a lot, but it is most decidedly NOT a beautiful city.]
You get a very hemmed-in feeling walking around in New York. It's like you're at the bottom of a very narrow canyon—which,
essentially, you are. Almost every building in the city is at least ten stories high, and in most of the neighborhoods there is no green
space anywhere. The shadows of the buildings block the sun, which makes things seem kind of gloomy, even on a bright, sunny day.
It's spectacular in its own way, but it's also overpowering and intimidating.
We had lunch at a Wendy's in midtown, which amused many of the kids. Most of them had never been to an urban fast food
place before. It surprised them that the place occupied multiple stories and that there was no parking or drive-through window. I
experienced that kind of fast food for the first time in Europe, but they're getting more and more common in this country. There's even a
McDonalds with that set-up in downtown Cedar Rapids. [The downtown McD’s in C.R. has since closed. Even if it hadn’t, it likely
would have been destroyed in the floods last summer.]
Having read guide books that warned of outrageous restaurant prices in the Big Apple, it was nice to see that Wendy's prices
were not at all out of line—about ten cents more per item than the same food would cost in Iowa. There's a hefty tax on everything
here, but even so you can eat heartily for under five dollars. [Like most cities, how expensive New York is depends entirely on

what you want to eat. You could spend $100 a plate for dinner if you wanted to, but you can also find good bargains—not just
at fast food, but also at countless interesting ethnic restaurants all over the city.]
After lunch we walked down to 42nd Street (as in "Tell all the folks on 42nd Street that I will soon be there!"). It's always
amused me that while in most cities the main street is called "First Street", New York's big downtown thoroughfare is 42nd Street. The
street is the "classic" New York you see in pictures--towering skyscrapers with billboards and neon marquees covering their first two or
three floors. Frankly, it's rather ugly, but it is one of those "must see" things.
We were looking for a subway entrance, and more or less by accident we made our way to Grand Central Terminal. This place
was not at all what I expected. My vision of Grand Central is a Norman Rockwell painting from World War II, showing throngs of people
hugging each other on a vast concourse under an enormous clock. I had read that the terminal had been restored, and I was really
looking forward to seeing it. If it has been restored, we definitely went in the back way. We pretty much saw one long hallway covered
with institutional tile with an escalator at one end that led to the subway. It was functional, but hardly something Norman Rockwell would
paint.
[Actually the Rockwell painting is apparently not Grand Central at all. Just now in revising this I found out it is in fact
Union Station in Chicago. That surprises me a bit, because Rockwell mostly painted scenes from the Northeast. The portion
of Union Station it shows no longer exists, but there are some similarities with the Great Hall at the west end of the facility.
Having become very familiar with Chicago in adult life, it’s striking just how similar the clock in Rockwell’s painting is to the
landmark clocks on the former Marshall Field’s building in the Loop.]
We took the subway northward to the day's other destination, 161st Street in the Bronx. That station, the first one where the
subway goes above ground on an "el" structure, is adjacent to Yankee Stadium. Yankee Stadium celebrated its 75th Anniversary in
1998, and probably the most newsworthy event at the aging stadium happened in April when a huge hunk of concrete came crashing
down from the upper deck, crushing the seats below. The stadium was closed for about two weeks while they checked everything out
and reinforced all the weak places, so presumably it was in sound structural shape when we were there. They're talking about closing
Yankee Stadium in five years or so, mostly because it's getting on in years, and it was nice to have a chance to see the place while I
still could. [As I write this, the old stadium is in the process of being reduced to rubble, and new Yankee Stadium is slated to
open across the street this summer.]

View from “Tier Level” at Yankee Stadium
(Monument Park is beneath the “Met Life” sign.)
You get a little bit of a clue as to how old Yankee Stadium is when you arrive at the place and see that it isn't completely
surrounded by parking. [This stands out less as more and more cities are building old-style new parks in their downtown
areas.] Most people come here today just as they have since Babe Ruth played here—by subway or on foot. The ornate design of the
exterior is also something you don't see everyday. The whole place is topped by an elaborate series of pillars and arches, all freshly
whitewashed.

One bad aspect of the stadium is that the concourse area is very small. Modern stadiums are designed to move crowds easily;
here it becomes a madhouse when fifty thousand people cram into the tiny walkways before a game. Somehow we managed to make
our way more than halfway around the perimeter and clear up to the top deck where our seats were.
While the concourses are not much, inside Yankee Stadium is truly spectacular. When I walked through the tunnel into the
seats, all I could see was a sea of Yankee blue. [Unlike most modern stadiums, Yankee Stadium’s seating bowl is blue, rather
than green.] Then I got a sense of how truly immense the place was (until the '60s it was the largest stadium in the world). Then I
looked toward the outfield, and the history of the place was inescapable. Just beyond the left field wall is the famous Monument Park
with stones and plaques honoring some of the greatest baseball players who ever lived. When you see the park it hits you that Babe
Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Joe DiMaggio, Mickey Mantle, and Roger Maris all played on this very field. The Yankees won twenty-three World
Series titles here (and if the '98 season continues like it has been, they may well win another).
The "House that Ruth Built" has been described as "the most historic sports stadium since the Roman Coliseum," and when
you think about it, that's probably true. In addition to the countless athletic events that have taken place here, it was also home to the
first Papal mass in North America and to one of the largest Civil Rights rallies ever. It really is a shame they're looking at tearing the
place down. [It sounds weird, but I honestly got nearly as much of a sense of history here as I did at places like Plymouth
Rock or Independence Hall.]
The game actually managed to live up to the stadium. The Yankees played the Flordia Marlins, and the innings were filled with
home runs, double plays, and exciting outfield catches. Our seats, though high, were very close in, so we had an excellent view of the
field. We were also entertained by the sort of characters you hear about in New York, but don't really believe exist. For example, one
old man went up and down the aisles banging a spoon on a pan to show his support for the team. He carried a homemade sign that
read:
FREDDIE "SEZ"
AGAIN & AGAIN
YANKEES PROVE
THEY ARE GREAT!
[This was one of the first travelogues I posted on my personal website, then on the Geocities server and now called
davidmburrow.com. Not long after I did, I received a letter from “Freddie”, whose friends had come across it and shown it to
him. It was the first response I’ve had to an online travelogue, and to date it’s the only response that has been positive.
Freddie is (or was) apparently quite well known at Yankee Stadium, and he even published his own newsletter about the
team.]
Other fans were counting Yankee pitcher David Cone's
numerous strike-outs by placing "K" signs along the rails.
It was bat day at Yankee Stadium. Every kid 13
and under received a genuine Louisville Slugger with the
Yankees logo on it. That brought out a huge crowd of nearly
50,000 fans. The place wasn’t full (I honestly don’t know
how many people this cavernous stadium holds), but only
the far ends of the upper deck were left empty. The crowd
was very much into the game, with the sort of cheering and
jeering you'd expect in New York. Overall, it was probably
the most fun ballgame I’ve been to. (Oh, by the way, the
Yankees won by a lop-sided margin.)
[Bat Day is a promotion you wouldn’t see in the
same form these days.
First of all, it would be
extremely expensive to give out thousands of wood
bats. Even wholesale, they likely cost $10 or more
each. More importantly, though, post 9/11 security
regulations would forbid such a giveaway.
While
everyone here was using them in a celebratory manner,
bats can fairly easily become quite lethal weapons. It’s
been years since I’ve seen even mini-bats given away at
a ballpark. They used to give away baseballs, too, but
Major League Baseball prohibited that after fans started
throwing the balls at players. If they wanted to do a bat
Bat Day at Yankee Stadium
giveaway today, they’d likely actually give the kids certificates that could later be redeemed for an actual bat.]
The weather threatened all through the game. It was cloudy, and a few times we got hit by drops of rain. Apparently at one
point there was a quick downpour, but as luck would have it Margaret and I happened to be on the concourse getting hot dogs, so we
managed to stay dry while some of the others in our group got soaked.

[Mentioning the hot dog reminds me that for its positive aspects, Yankee Stadium had some of the worst
concessions in sports. Not only was stuff overpriced (which I expected), but there was very little variety to what they served.
I expected that here where the ballpark hot dog was invented, they might actually serve a good frank. All we got was a lightly
grilled dog served bare. The only embellishments were mustard, catsup, and relish available on a nearby condiment counter.
I wasn’t expecting a fully dressed Chicago-style dog, but something more than the bare-bones basics would have been nice.]
We took the nearest exit after the game, which turned out to be a mistake. We had to nearly circle the stadium to get back to
where we had entered. A mob of people had gathered near one back entrance, which apparently is the one the players leave from.
Guards were just barely managing to keep them back from the doors. We slowly negotiated our way around the crowd and eventually
ended up back by the subway station.
I assumed the subway would be jammed with people right after the game, so I suggested we have dinner in the Yankee
Stadium area. We picked a time to meet up again and then split into smaller groups and explored the immediate neighborhood.
The South Bronx, where Yankee Stadium is located, is often used as the prime example of an inner city slum. [The area that
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was the poster child for urban decay is actually well east of the stadium, and by the 21 Century it was rapidly gentrifying.] I
had expected something not unlike the area around Comiskey Park in Chicago, where the stadium literally butts up against public
housing and police officers line the walkway between the ballpark and the train station. It's nothing at all like that in New York. You see
run-down apartment towers in the distance, but the area right around the park is a fairly pleasant Hispanic and Asian neighborhood. (I
doubt those groups lived there when Babe Ruth played here, though.) There's a big park where people were playing soccer and tennis,
and lots of shops, restaurants, and bars with crowds of people going in and out. The few police officers around here seemed more
interested in keeping traffic moving than in crime, and it honestly didn't appear they needed to be worried about anything. I might not
want to be here at night, but on a Sunday afternoon it was fine.
Though there were scores of restaurants to choose from, almost everyone in the group (Margaret and I included) ended up at
McDonalds. That was probably wise. The restaurants around here obviously cater to the stadium crowd, and they have prices to match.
While Wendy's in Midtown was reasonably priced, the food here cost about half again what it would at home. I assume the sit-down
restaurants were similarly over-priced. [It would not surprise me at all if this particular McDonalds had two separate menu
boards that they displayed at different times—one for fans before and after games and the other for the neighborhood crowd
at “normal” times.]
Both Margaret and I had coffee with our dinner at McDonalds. Here we had the first experience of how coffee is served in New
York. In Iowa coffee is served black by default; you have to mention if you want cream or sugar separately, and as often as not "cream"
means a powdered non-dairy substitute. New Yorkers apparently like their coffee sweet and light. Without my asking for anything the
clerk at McDonalds included three packets of sugar and four tubs of half-and-half. Guide books say that at ritzy restaurants coffee is
often served with the cream and sugar already mixed in; you have to specifically ask if you want it black.
The crowds at the subway
station had thinned out when we all met
up again, and we had a pleasant ride
back downtown. We got off at 34th Street
and walked right past the Empire State
Building. It shocked all of us when we
didn’t even notice its entrance. In a forest
of skyscrapers, even the famous ones
don’t stand out.
We made our way back to Penn
Station and were greeted by another
madhouse. The place was absolutely
swarming with people, and there was no
indication whatsoever of where we were
supposed to go to get on our train. I
eventually overheard someone else
asking about NJ Transit and found out
that they post track numbers for the
different trains on TV sets, rather like the
gates at an airport are posted.
Unfortunately, they don't post those track
The team poses by the 161st Street subway station
numbers until just a few minutes before
the train departs. When they do, there's a mad rush to the escalators, as people run to catch the train on time. With this lunacy on
Sunday, I can only imagine what the place is like at evening rush hour on a business day. [Most likely NJ Transit, like Chicago’s
Metra, has trains to certain destinations routinely depart from the same platforms. The regular commuters know that and
make their way to those platforms without even bothering to check the monitors. The only problems at rush hour occur when
there are changes and trains leave from different places than they normally do.]
The group got separated as we crammed into the mob going back to the escalators. We did all manage to get on board the
train, though. I just hoped everyone remembered that “New Brunswick” was the station where we were getting off. It was quite

crowded on the train, and it got even more jammed when we stopped at Newark. Beyond there the cars gradually started emptying out
as various passengers reached their destinations. After Metropark the conductors stopped taking tickets; it appeared that a person
could have ridden from there to the end of the line for free. (They probably can get away with that because there’s no reason anyone in
their right mind would ever make that trip.). [I would make a similar free ride myself many years later, when I got on a Metra train
at Naperville and rode to Aurora. I don’t think the conductor even realized I had boarded.]
The train back from New York was an express train, which meant it skipped all the stations between Newark and Rahway.
Even so it crept along the whole way. While I’m sure it was an exaggeration, at times it seemed as if we could have walked faster. (Of
course, even if that were true, it would have been a 30-mile walk into the city.) It took about an hour to make our way back to New
Brunswick.
We scraped our way back through the parking ramp again, and then negotiated the tiny streets back to the hotel. After meeting
with the kids to discuss tomorrow’s plans, Margaret and I went out for ice cream. We saw a place called Carvel in the shopping center
where IHOP was located, and ice cream sounded good this evening. Carvel apparently specializes in novelties. Since our room had a
refrigerator (with built-in freezer), we bought an eight-pack of “satellites”, which were basically ice cream sandwiches with both vanilla
and chocolate ice cream in them. I wouldn’t go out of my way to buy them again, but they made a pleasant little treat.
[I’ve seen Carvel featured on several cable shows—on Food Network, Discovery, and the History Channel. It was
apparently the first big soft-serve company, pre-dating Dairy Queen. As far as I can tell, though, they only exist in the New
York metro area.]
Back at the hotel, I browsed through the area papers. I found out that the biggest crime in this part of New Jersey is car theft,
and I was amazed by the kinds of cars they steal. One woman reported the theft of an $84,000 Jaguar. It was apparently stolen while
she was parked in front of the Bound Brook post office.
I spent quite a bit of time reading the society pages, which feature weddings and other special events in the lives of the rich
and famous. [Mostly just rich—there’s not a lot of truly famous people in central New Jersey.] I wondered, coming as I do from a
place where every wedding makes the paper, whether the weddings of common people are ever written up around here. They certainly
don't seem to be. We read about doctors and lawyers, stockbrokers and corporate presidents, but no one that was remotely close to
you or me.
There’s apparently a very large Asian population in this part of New Jersey. One of the big stories was the consecration of the
state’s first Hindu temple. Over five thousand people were in attendance for the event.
Eventually I put the papers aside and turned out the lights. While I had worried about how things would go today, I was
pleased that in the end everything seemed to come together well and we had a nice day overall.

MONDAY, JUNE 8
New York City Area
This hotel also offered “continental breakfast”. However here that consisted of two small boxes of what appeared to be dayold cake doughnuts. I had one of the doughnuts, but even together with the in-room coffee, I think it would be stretching things to call it
breakfast.
As we set out toward New Brunswick this morning, we said a prayer of thanksgiving that we were headed south instead of
north. While it's fairly complicated to get from the hotel to Easton Avenue, at least we could move once we got there. The northbound
lanes were bumper-to-bumper with cars that were all but parked. The line stretched all the way back to that Boston Market Margaret
and I had seen the first night—that's three and a half miles from the interstate. I assume there must have been an accident on the
entrance ramp, but I never did hear precisely what was up.
As we got to the heart of downtown New Brunswick I heard a siren. Instinctively I stopped, even though I was partially blocking
an intersection. Ahead of me a line of cars was stopped under the train viaduct, waiting for a light to change. An ambulance came up
from a side street and somehow managed to inch its way through the narrow passage between my suburban and the back of the car by
the viaduct. The ambulance turned abruptly and headed southbound in the northbound lane (which was empty, since the light hadn't
changed yet). There were maybe three inches between the ambulance and the suburban when it maneuvered past us, but I think the
Lord was looking after us—there was absolutely not a scratch.
We headed out past the factories to the Jersey Avenue park-and-ride. In addition to several permit only spaces, there are 100
daily parking spaces here. We got spaces 97 and 98, which tells you just how full the place gets [and, perhaps more to the point,
how small the parking lot is]. We crossed a busy street to get to the station, went up to the machines, and bought tickets to Newark.
There was a train waiting on the tracks when we arrived, and we thought we might be about to miss our departure. It turned out,
though, that this particular train originated at Jersey Avenue, so it just waited on the track until the scheduled departure time. [Jersey
Avenue is actually the primary storage yard for this line. There’s a big siding that’s part of the station, and a lot of the trains
originate there.]

This time we got off the train at Newark and transferred to another public transit system called the PATH tubes. PATH stands
for "Port Authority Trans-Hudson". Its main purpose is to shuttle people back and forth under the Hudson River between New York and
New Jersey. In addition it is essentially the local subway for Jersey City. It costs one dollar to ride PATH. You purchase tickets in
multiples of two rides from computerized vending machines that are just slightly less complicated than the NJ transit monsters. The
Newark station is set up so that when you exit NJ Transit, all you have to do is walk across the platform, buy your ticket, and go through
the turnstile to board PATH.
Of all the transit systems we took, PATH was definitely the worst. The cars are old and not terribly well maintained. They seem
to schedule the trains infrequently enough that they always run full. There were always people standing—even at off hours. There was
nothing really wrong with PATH (and it was, of course, the cheapest of the trains we took), but the only thing it really has going for it is
convenience.
PATH runs above ground through the Meadowlands, offering the same "charming" views of run-down docks and littered
swamps we saw from NJ Transit. In Jersey City it goes below ground, and it stays in a tunnel under the Hudson to its terminal at the
World Trade Center. The PATH tunnels are obviously much deeper than the NJ Transit tunnels. When we got to the World Trade
Center we went up three different escalators—none of them short—and one of them very long. After all that we had just made it to the
basement of the city's tallest building. [One of the most strangest feelings I’d ever have in my life would come several years
later when I returned to New York after the World Trade Center had been destroyed. The PATH station had been re-built and
was as deep as it had always been. With nothing above it, though, the train emerged from the deep tunnel into bright sunlight
in the enormous pit where some of the largest buildings in the world once stood.]
Most of the time today the kids were on their own, in small
groups, of course. A few Iowans were amazed that I let the kids go
anywhere on their own in New York, but especially after what I saw
on Sunday, I really didn't think twice about it. First of all, I trust the
kids. I've never had any bad incidents on these quiz bowl trips, and
until such an incident does come up, I will continue to trust them.
Secondly, despite its unfortunate reputation, New York really is a
remarkably safe city. After getting home I looked up the statistics, and
it turns out you're more likely to be the victim of a crime in Des
Moines than you are in New York City. In 1997, out of all the cities in
rd
America, New York was the 173 most dangerous. (In case you’re
wondering, Des Moines was #128.) Of course I took the normal
precautions I would in any city, and of course I lectured the kids
endlessly about safety. Even so, I almost never felt I really had to
worry about crime at all. Yes, hundreds of crimes happen in New
York everyday, but then millions of people live here. Percentage
wise, the odds of being a victim are quite remote. What’s more, the
vast majority of the crime happens in poor residential neighborhoods
that are far away from any of the tourist attractions. I really didn’t
The World Trade Center in 1998
hesitate to let the kids explore on their own, and I’m glad to say after
the fact they lived up to my expectations. They kept themselves safe and stayed out of trouble—just as I thought they would.
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[While my basic feeling hasn’t changed, I doubt I could get away with making the same decision today, 21 Century
parents are incredibly over-protective, to the point that the concept of “free” time is all but unknown to kids these days. On
recent trips, what I’ve ended up doing is dividing the group into smaller parts, each of which had its own adult supervision.]

After arranging a time and place to meet back, the various groups separated. Different people wanted to see different things,
and this allowed everyone to see what they desired.
So where's the first place Margaret and I went in the Big Apple? You'll never guess it—McDonalds. But not just any
McDonalds, mind you, the McDonalds at 160 Broadway. This particular McDonalds has been written up in guide books as one of the
prime attractions in the city. Why?—you ask. Well, as guests walk in off the sidewalk a doorman in a top hat and white gloves greets
them and ushers them in. The dining room features marble tables with crystal vases filled with freshly cut flowers. There are also floral
arrangements beside the sinks in the restrooms. Fine art prints and neon sculptures decorate the place, and above the counter there's
an electronic stock board that records the latest transactions on Wall Street. On the mezzanine there's a grand piano with a tuxedo-clad
pianist serenading the restaurant patrons. The counter staff wears stiff white shirts, black vests, and berets, and there are hostesses in
the dining room who seat you and clear the tables. In addition to burgers and fries, the menu includes espresso and elegant European
pastries. Margaret and I had a late breakfast here, and it really was a fun experience. As an added touch of elegance, we had little
paper doilies under our danish and espresso cups. What's more, for all its pretensions, the prices were significantly less than at the
McDonalds by Yankee Stadium—pretty much in line with the Wendy’s we ate at yesterday. [While I haven’t been back there since
this trip, the Financial District McDonalds really was a fun experience.]
After the elegant fast food breakfast we walked around the financial district. Our first stop was at Trinity Church, one of the
oldest churches in the city. If you've seen a picture of Wall Street, you've seen this church. Its tall brown steeple with a clock in the
middle of it is a major landmark. Tall as it is, the church is dwarfed by the surrounding skyscrapers. It is a striking building, though—
both inside and out.

We walked down Wall Street, past the New York Stock Exchange. It was amusing to see brokers dressed to the nines leaning
on the wall outside the entrance as they caught a quick smoke. Above the door of the exchange was the Korean flag, presumably
another gesture toward the visiting president.

Front steps of Federal Hall
Across the street from the exchange is Federal Hall,
an almost unknown building that is actually one of the most
historic places in the country. This was essentially the first
U.S. Capitol, and it was on the steps of Federal Hall that
George Washington took the oath of office to become
America's first president. There’s a small statue of Washington at the top of the steps commemorating that event. When we arrived it
was pushing noon, and the steps were crammed with people catching a bit of fresh air as they had their lunch.
After seeing Federal Hall we returned to the subway. We next
surfaced in the City Hall area. Here there is a bit of green space, as
opposed to the solid concrete you see almost everywhere else in the
city. City Hall itself is not terribly impressive, nor are the noteworthy
Brooklyn Bridge and Woolworth Building that guidebooks rave about.
[The Brooklyn Bridge in particular seems to be one of those things
that’s just famous for being famous.] Before long we returned to the
subway to head off for someplace more interesting.
We got out again at 59th Street and walked across the "East
Side", which is supposedly one of the most expensive residential areas
in the country. The area looks somewhat like an old European city. All
the buildings have business on the first floor, with apartments above.
Even here, though, the overall impression is one of claustrophobia from
the wall of tall buildings, with only narrow streets between them. There
are no parks, yards, gardens, or even trees to soften things. While I’m
sure the apartments themselves must be lovely, the neighborhood
certainly didn’t do much for me.
Our destination in this neighborhood was 60th Street & 2nd
Avenue, the terminal of the Roosevelt Island Tramway. The tramway is
sort of a combination between public transit and an amusement park
ride. Oval-shaped cars travel suspended from a cable over the East
River. From this lofty vantage point passengers have a lovely view of
the midtown skyline and the neighboring area in Queens.
The tramway is apparently operated by NYC Transit, but this is
the only part of their system that doesn’t accept the metrocard. Instead
you have to buy a token from a machine by the entrance. The token
activates the turnstile that admits you to the tramway.
The purpose of the tramway is to provide access to Roosevelt
Island, a narrow strip of land that sits in the middle of the East River
between Manhattan and Long Island. Over the years Roosevelt Island
has served a variety of purposes. At one time it housed a prison, and
later a mental hospital. In the early years of this century people we
Upper East Side
would call “homeless” today were housed in barracks on the island. Today the place is a planned community of public housing that is
designed to house people of a wide variety of income levels. Apparently the plan is working fairly well; the structures on the island
certainly seem to be in better shape than public housing I’ve seen elsewhere.
We took the tramway back to Manhattan and walked back across the East Side. We passed an elderly woman whose fur, silk,
and leather ensemble reminded us of just what the income level of this neighborhood is. I must say, though, that even here I didn’t

really feel underdressed or like I didn’t fit in. You see all types of people everywhere in New York. It’s probably the most varied place
I’ve ever seen, and for the most part everybody seems to belong.
We took the subway further north and got off in an
oddly multi-ethnic neighborhood. Guidebooks described the
area as the south end of Spanish Harlem, and many of the
people here were Hispanic. There were also large numbers
of Middle Eastern people, though. One street vendor had a
bumper sticker on his cart that said "I love Allah", with one of
those silly hearts in place of the word "love". We were
obviously intrigued by two street vendors, one obviously
Jewish and one obviously Moslem, who were joking with
each other and making those exaggerated gestures that only
Mediterranean people seem to make. If only their cousins in
the Middle East could get along so well. [There are many
ways in which New York is model for the world. It really
is a place where diverse people can mostly live in
harmony.]
Oddly, while this neighborhood was much less
wealthy, it had far more green space than the one we had
Roosevelt Island tramway car
just left. Right next to the subway entrance was a lovely playground that was packed with little children. It's interesting that this, like
almost every playground in the city, was locked up tight. Only children (and a handful of adults who were directly supervising them)
were allowed in. It's sad that they have to take such precautions, but then again it's good that they actually do take them—rather than
leaving the children unprotected against whoever might wander in there.
We walked a couple of blocks east to a destination Margaret had
read about, the Islamic Cultural Center of New York, our country's largest
mosque. In contrast to the old churches we had seen, this was a very modern
building built out of a tan stone (the books call it pink) with very little
ornamentation. There was a big metal dome at the center and a small minaret
at the side. The building is centered on a fairly substantial lot, which means
that it is quite a bit more prominent among the surrounding buildings than St.
Patrick’s or Trinity Church—both of which virtually butt up against skyscrapers.
I was amused that out in front of the mosque there is a message board all but
identical to what you'd see in front of most churches. The only major difference
is what day the services were scheduled.

Islamic Cultural Center

Across the street from the mosque is an enormous elementary
school (P.S. 62). The building probably dates to the '50s. It is four stories tall
and covers about half a city block. Part of the facing is white brick, and the rest
is a blue-painted metal. School was still in session here, which was evidenced
by the fact that many of the windows in the classrooms were open. I can't
imagine teaching in such a large school, though I'm sure that by the standards
of the city this really wasn't all that big.

We returned to the subway and journeyed over to the west side of Manhattan. We
surfaced at the corner of 50th Street & 8th Avenue, which is dominated by a skyscraper called
Worldwide Plaza. The public TV series Nova did a ninety-minute special entitled "Skyscraper" that
documented the building of Worldwide Plaza. Having watched the show, it was fascinating to see it
up close. Surprisingly, since it's a very new building, it is one of the most attractive skyscrapers in
Manhattan. Most of the building is faced in brick and marble, which sets it apart from the all-glass
towers that are found in most modern construction. At the top is a copper pyramid that apparently
houses a searchlight that brightens the sky at night.
We walked southwest from Worldwide Plaza to the corner of 46th Street & 12th Avenue.
Four blocks south isn’t much in Manhattan (less than a quarter mile), but four blocks west is a
major hike. While the streets in Manhattan are close together, the avenues are spaced far apart.
Our complete trip ended up being nearly a mile. The area we walked through was probably the
worst one we visited in the city. It's one of those "next to downtown" areas full of warehouses and
repair shops and the like. If there was anywhere in New York we felt less than fully safe, it was
here. Mostly, though, that was just a feeling of being the only fools who were out walking in a
neighborhood where people work, rather than visit. Absolutely nothing happened while we were
her. Still, if someone reading this visits New York and wants to go west of 8th Avenue (the
westernmost subway line), I’d suggest you hail a cab. [If I were to go to the far west side today,
I’d probably take a bus. At the time, though, I’d never taken a city bus anywhere on earth,
and New York was definitely not the place I was going to initiate myself to that form of
transportation.]

Worldwide Plaza

Eventually we reached our main destination of the day, the Intrepid Sea, Air, and Space Museum. The U.S.S. Intrepid is an
aircraft carrier that is now permanently docked in New York harbor. Next to it are a few smaller military ships and a submarine. The
whole ship is now a museum of transportation and military history—and if you stop to think just how large an aircraft carrier is, you've
got a clue what kind of museum this is.
General admission to the Intrepid is ten dollars, and that’s what I paid to get in. There are a variety of discounts, though, one
of which is a special rate for teachers. Margaret had a photo ID card from the Howard-Winneshiek Schools where she works, so she
got in for just $1.00. It’s too bad we don’t have cards like that at Garrigan. [These days we do have such cards, but since we
started getting them, I’ve never been to a place that gave substantial discounts for teachers.]
There is way too much at the Intrepid to describe it all in any detail. My father could have spent a week here, admiring all the
machinery and fiddling with everything. One of the most interesting exhibits is about underwater exploration. It includes an actual deep
sea ocean suit that looks like something the Michelin man would wear. Also interesting were the world's fastest plane and the original
bronze Iwo Jima sculpture, which is probably a fourth the size of the one that now stands next to Arlington Cemetery.

ABOVE: Police Vehicle near the Intrepid
BELOW: Horse trailer outside the police
stables on West 42nd Street
We walked from the Intrepid back to
Times Square, which is at the corner of 42nd
Street & Broadway, roughly the same distance away as Worldwide Plaza. On the way back we passed a number of fascinating sights. Perhaps most interesting was a mounted
police station. New York traffic being what it is, police cars don't get around very fast. Because of that, police use lots of other forms of
transportation to get around. You see little three-wheel carts (not unlike the kind some senior citizens use to get around here),
motorcycles and mopeds, bicycles, and cops on foot. You also see police officers on horseback, and just west of Times Square we
passed the stable where they keep the horses. There was an officer out front—what to say here—"cleaning up" after the animals. One
thing about New York—you never know what you're going to see next.
We saw a lot of parking garages on the west side. Parking fees in Manhattan are outrageous. I snapped a picture of one of the
cheaper ramps we saw. It charged $7.61 for the first hour, with fees increasing to a maximum of $19.45 for a full day. There's an
additional "exit fee" of $2.54 on top of the hourly charges. I'm not sure what the point of that is, other than generating additional income
for the owners of the ramp. By the way, those odd prices make sense when you add on the hefty 18.25% tax they have on parking in
the city. That makes the hourly rate $9.00, the daily rate $23.00, and the exit fee $3.00. It was fairly pricey to come in by train, but with
those parking rates, you could buy an awful lot of train tickets—not to mention the headaches of driving in the city.
One thing both Margaret and I found strange was that almost all the parking ramps were among the lowest buildings in the
city. Rarely was a ramp more than about four levels high. Virtually all of them were full, and everybody here says parking is almost
impossible to find. You'd think they'd build ramps ten or twelve levels high. You see ramps that high in Minneapolis and Des Moines,
and the garages in downtown Chicago are as high as the other buildings. Surely here a few more levels would help ease the parking
crunch. (Of course, maybe if there were additional spaces, they'd have to lower those ridiculous prices.)
We hadn't eaten anything more than a pretzel from a street vendor since stopping at McDonalds this morning, and after
walking literally for miles, I was starving. Just west of Times Square we happened upon a lovely little place called "Viand" which we
found out once inside was twice named the Daily News diner of the year. I'm not quite sure what the name is supposed to mean. If I
remember my high school French, "viande" means "meat", but without the "e" at the end, I have no clue. [Eleven years later the place
has switched locations to a spot on Broadway north of Midtown. They now have a website, but I still couldn’t figure out the
origin of the name.]

Given the awards it won, it's not surprising that the place looked like a diner—but definitely the most elegant diner I've ever
seen. If you took the basic design of an old Waffle House down in Dixie and re-decorated it with marble tables, pink paisley upholstery,
and hanging plants, you'd have something fairly close to this place. The menu was much broader than standard diner fare, too—heavy
on Italian cuisine and steaks. While we had neither of those, we did have a nice lunch (in the middle of the afternoon). Both Margaret
and I had exquisite French onion soup. I also had a sandwich with salt-cured Virginia ham on a delicious German roll. Margaret, who
was not quite so hungry, had an ice cream soda. Everything was delicious, and it was all very reasonably priced. I’ve paid far more for
far less elsewhere.
We walked briefly around Times Square, probably the most famous intersection in New York. There have been a lot of
magazine articles recently about the re-birth of Times Square. What used to be the heart of the Theatre District gradually decayed until
in the late '70s (the same era as the graffiti-covered subway trains) it had become the city's red light district. Then in the late '80s the
Disney company bought out some of the most run-down buildings and renovated them. Others followed, and today most of Times
Square is a wholesome, family-oriented tourist trap. Not that the sleaze is entirely gone, mind you. Along 8th Avenue just north of
Times Square a few adult peep shows manage to hang on amid Mickey and his friends. Even they seem freshly scrubbed, though—
with bright neon marquees that could just as easily be on a Las Vegas casino. About all we did in Times Square was walk back to the
subway. Unless you want to drop your money at stores you'd find in any big mall, there's really not much to do there. It's another of
those "must-sees", though, and I can check it off my mental list. [These days the red light district has pretty much completely
relocated to Brooklyn and the Bronx. There’s still not much here you couldn’t find in West Des Moines, though.]
We took the subway down to Astor Place, which the guidebooks describe as
one of the nicest subway stations in the city. They don't lie. Most of New York's stations
are pleasantly decorated. At the very least you'll see the name of the station spelled out
in institutional tile. Often there are more elaborate artworks illustrating either the
neighborhood around the station or important events in the history of New York. Many
of these were damaged or destroyed during the years the subway was neglected, but
almost all of them have been restored to their original beauty. At Astor Place there are
lovely mosaics and bas reliefs of beavers, which supposedly recall that John Jacob
Astor was originally a trapper. Above the station is a reproduction of the old-fashioned
covered entrance kiosks that all subway stations originally had.
We didn't exit via the kiosk. Instead we left the station directly into the Astor
Place K-Mart store. I’ve seen subway exits to stores before (for instance, Marshall
Field’s in Chicago has direct subway access), but going directly from the subway into KMart was an amusing concept. The Astor Place K-Mart is like nothing I've seen
anywhere else. The store is four floors high (the basement with the subway entrance,
Astor Place subway entrance
the main floor with a revolving door to the street, and two upper floors). Looking at their
elevator, it appears they have storage and/or offices on at least two floors above that. Aside from being so vertical, it looks—well—like
a K-Mart. There's the same red and white signs and blue pegboard fixtures you'd find at the K-Mart back home. The range or
merchandise is identical to what you'd see at K-Mart anywhere. My watch had broken, so I bought a solar-powered watch here. It was
the same model I had looked at right before we left at K-Mart in Algona. The prices were identical, too, which I would think would make
it a popular place to shop.
One thing that's missing from this
K-Mart is shopping carts. There are a few,
but not many. Part of the reason is that
most of the customers use escalators to
get from floor to floor, and shopping carts
would hardly work on a moving staircase
[though in London I’d see escalators
that had shopping cart attachments].
Also, with no parking anywhere nearby,
you can't take home anything more than
you can carry. That means almost
everybody uses hand-held baskets to hold
their purchases. They do sell furniture,
sporting goods, and other bulky items in
the store, and I couldn't help but ponder
what people who buy them do about
getting them out of the store. My bet is
that they offer some sort of delivery
service—whether it’s at an additional
charge or not, I have no idea. [I’d find
out on a later trip to this store that the
K-Mart at Astor Place
Astor Place K-Mart, the former Wannamaker’s department store, does indeed offer delivery—apparently free of charge, though I’m sure tips are appreciated. K-Mart
is THE discount store in New York. In addition to the two high-rise Manhattan locations, there are more traditional stores all
over the “outer boroughs”. There are a couple of Target stores in New York, but absolutely no Wal-Marts. Wal-Mart
apparently doesn’t want to pay for high-priced real estate, and they have issues with the heavily unionized labor force.]

Across the street from K-Mart is the original Barnes & Noble bookstore. While it also occupies multiple floors of a building, it
surprised us that it really wasn't any larger than the Barnes & Noble stores you see in malls all around the country. If anything, it's
smaller. Of course, “original” doesn’t necessarily mean “best”.
Margaret checked out Barnes & Noble at length. I gave it a quick once over and then went out to explore the neighborhood.
Astor Place is just east of New York University, and while the guidebooks say almost nothing about it, if they did the description would
probably be "Bohemian". It's an eclectic mix of people, almost all of whom appear to be a bit trendier than you or I will ever be. Perhaps
most amusing was a college-aged kid who was standing on the sidewalk, with a hat in front of him to collect "tips". He wasn't singing or
playing an instrument or anything, but he did carry a sign that said "support your local pothead"—well, at least he's being honest, I
suppose.
I had coffee at a McDonalds around the corner from Barnes & Noble. Across the street was the New York High School for the
Performing Arts, and the kids gathered in front of it made the pothead look positively normal. It was entertaining just to look out the
window and gawk at them while I sipped my coffee.
As I left a group of teenagers walked into McDonalds and asked me if you had to buy anything to use the restroom.
Apparently the restrooms in most of the finer restaurants around the city are locked and reserved for customers only. Just about
everywhere I went, though (including this McDonalds), the restrooms were freely accessible. I must say, however, that it seems pretty
tacky to just come in and use the toilet without buying anything. That’s exactly what these kids did, though—and they were pretty
obvious about it at that.
[I don’t know what the laws may be in New York, but I do know that in Illinois there was a big lawsuit about the time
of this trip that changed the status of restrooms there. A Wendy’s in some Chicago suburb sued a woman who had used their
restroom without buying anything. The case generated a lot of public interest, probably because this wasn’t a scraggly
homeless person, but rather a pregnant, middle-aged, white woman. Wendy’s dropped the case in embarrassment, and the
Illinois legislature passed a law that all businesses make their restrooms available upon request to anyone in the public who
requests to use them. Today most Chicagoland fast food franchises have signs on their restrooms directing those who need
the facilities to request a key at the counter. While in theory anyone can ask for the key, the process of asking does tend to
limit requests.]
I met up with Margaret back at Barnes & Noble, and we made our way back to the World Trade Center. We arrived about half
an hour before we had arranged to meet the kids, so we had a light dinner at one of those pizza by the slice places. By the time we
finished, all the kids had assembled. Everyone seemed to have an enjoyable day.
The girls related a story that made me happy I had let the kids go out on their own. They had gone to the Hard Rock Cafe,
which is just east of Times Square. Their waitress asked where they were from and was surprised that a group of high school students
from Iowa had come in there unaccompanied by an adult. Apparently they get a lot of school groups with a teacher who just sits there
bored. I did precisely that at the Hard Rock in Washington last summer, and I was perfectly happy to let the kids check out the New
York one on their own. The waitress was obviously impressed though, and it obviously made the girls feel mature that I had given them
as much freedom as I did.
Everyone shared their stories, but Tim had the biggest news. Clear back in winter when we first planned this trip, one of the
kids had sent an e-mail requesting tickets to Late Night with David Letterman. I've never cared much for that show myself, but the kids
apparently like it a lot. Months had passed, and as of the time we left, he still hadn't heard about tickets. Apparently the Letterman
people called his home in Whittemore over the weekend and left a number he was supposed to call in New York. He called from Grand
Central Station and spoke with a woman who said she had a block of tickets for Tuesday's show set aside in his name. When he said
he had called from Grand Central, I joked and asked if he had heard things right or if perhaps a subway train was going by as he talked
on the phone. It was for real, though, and the kids were absolutely elated at the prospect of seeing the show live. While there were
twelve tickets, neither Margaret nor I was much interested in going, and I suggested Mike call Sarah to see whether she might be able
to get off to see the show. (Apparently her boyfriend had tried for over a year to get tickets.) She wasn’t able to come in the end, but
presumably some tourist off the street was able to enjoy our unclaimed seats. [It actually would likely have been fun to see the
show, but not going allowed Margaret and I to see several other things that we wouldn’t have had time to see otherwise.]
We took the PATH train back to Newark and waited about fifteen minutes for the next NJ Transit train. It was after 7pm, but the
train was still quite crowded with people going home from work. After watching people commute here, the Eastern Time Zone TV
schedule (where "prime time" starts at 8pm) made more sense. No one is home to see anything until then.
I was absolutely astonished at how far people commute. Jersey Avenue is about thirty-five miles from Manhattan, over an hour
away by train. There are two more stops on the line after Jersey Avenue: Princeton (about ten miles further west) and Trenton (ten
more miles after that, on the Pennsylvania border). The train was still nearly half full when we got off; all those people obviously lived
even further out, and yet they commuted all the way into New York every single day. All the other NJ Transit lines go at least as far out
(one ends over 80 miles from Penn Station), and presumably there are people who ride each of them to the end of the line. It’s no
wonder everyone is lost in their newspapers all the way home; what else would you do when you have such a long trip everyday? [I’d
later take commuter trains in other cities, and all of them go about the same distance out. There are also people who
commute at least as far by car. That’s a lifestyle I can’t even imagine. I could picture myself living in a city—that is, the city
itself—but I can’t conceive of spending hours each day commuting.]

It’s interesting that he train didn’t actually stop at the Jersey Avenue station. The actual station is on a siding off the main line.
They have a concrete slab next to the main line, and our train just pulled up beside that slab and let off the Jersey Avenue passengers.
We walked the equivalent of a block or two to get back to the actual station.
I suggested the kids buy their tickets for tomorrow now, so we could avoid a rush at the machine in the morning. While they
were doing this, a police officer who was patrolling the parking lot came up and told us there were no more trains into New York that
night. When I told him the tickets were for tomorrow, he seemed to think that was a bit odd, but acceptable. We got our tickets and
made our way back to the hotel. Before long I was asleep.

TUESDAY, JUNE 9
New York City Area
Again we drove out to the Jersey
Avenue park and ride. To our horror,
when we got there every single daily
parking space was full. There were scores
of permit only spaces available, but I
assumed that if I parked there I'd probably
have to rescue the suburbans from an
impound lot. I was about ready to go to
one of the nearby factories and see if we
could arrange with the office to park in
their lot when I saw a police officer. I went
up to him and asked if it was possible to
park in the permit-only spaces. He
obviously deals with this problem all the
time, and he made it clear it was no
problem at all. He took down the license
plates of both suburbans and had me pay
him directly (normally you put $3 into slots
numbered for each of the spaces). He
assured me that everything would be okay
and that we could now park anywhere in
the lot without a problem. [I still wonder,
though, what would have happened if
one of the permit owners showed up to
park in their space. It must just be
“permit only” before a certain hour of
the day.]

The quiz bowl group at Jersey Avenue Station, New Brunswick, NJ
(This became the “official” picture from this trip.)
Since the PATH transfer had worked out much easier than dealing with Penn Station, we again switched trains at Newark and
ended up at the World Trade Center. We arranged a time and place to meet up, and the kids exited the PATH station. Margaret and I
turned right around and headed back down to the platforms, though. We took the next train westward to Exchange Place, the first stop
in Jersey City.

View of lower Manhattan from Exchange Place in Jersey City

Jersey City has obviously done massive urban renewal work along their waterfront. At the center of it is Exchange Place,
where there's a lovely boardwalk leading out into the harbor. From here is by far the best view of the Manhattan skyline (which I'd say is
pleasant, but not spectacular). You can also see the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island from here, as well as most of the New Jersey
harbor area. The place was virtually deserted, and it made a lovely escape from the bustle of Manhattan. [Actually, the best skyline
views are from across the East River in Queens and Brooklyn. The buildings on the east side are more attractive than those
on the west.]
We stopped briefly at an ATM and then took PATH back across the Hudson to Manhattan. We walked down hallway after
underground hallway to transfer from PATH to the NYC subway, but eventually we made our way to the Chambers Street station north
of the World Trade Center. [Interestingly, this transfer has become easier since the World Trade Center was destroyed.] We
followed the advice of that old song to "Take the A-Train" and headed north under the west side of Manhattan.
On most of the color-coded families of lines, one train in each direction is local and one is express. Every map and guide
indicated that among the blue lines the "A" trains were express, and the "C" trains local. We were traveling a long distance, so the
express train seemed like an intelligent choice. Unfortunately they've been doing a lot of construction in the subway recently (making up
for all those years of neglect, no doubt), and things aren't always what they seem—especially when it’s not rush hour. They were
temporarily re-routing every other "A" train onto the local tracks, and we ended up on one of the slowpokes. We got on one station
st
th
away from the southern end of Manhattan (south of 1 Street), and we were going up to 190 Street—two stations shy of the northern
end of the line. The stations average 6 – 8 blocks apart, so you get a clue as to just how many stops we made. Then, just as we were
getting close to our destination, the conductor told us this train would terminate at 168th Street. We’d have to change to the “A-Express”
to continue our trip. I’m betting we just missed a transfer, because we waited almost fifteen minutes for a train. By the time we finally
made it to 190th Street, it was pushing noon—nearly an hour after we had left the World Trade Center.
Unlike most subway stations, the 190th Street station has no stairs or escalators. Apparently it is deep underground, so
escalators would have been impractical. Instead they have elevators to take you between the surface and the platforms. The elevators
have attendants, and probably because of that they seem to remain in good shape. There wasn't the odor of urine we found in the
elevators in Baltimore.
190th Street is at the south end of Fort Tyron Park, which was just about my favorite place in New York. [That’s true, and
reading this I feel bad for not going back there on my later trips to the city.] This huge park sits on a high bluff overlooking the
Hudson and also offering nice views across the East River to the Bronx. Supposedly the neighborhood around here (called Washington
Heights, and just north of Harlem) is one of the worst in the city. [I doubt that’s true, but I did read it in a travel book.] The park is
safe and lovely, though. People of all races and classes use it, and everyone seems to keep it in immaculate condition.
We hadn't eaten yet today, and both of us were famished. Our map showed a cafe about half a mile up the road in the park,
and we figured we might as well try that. I was expecting little more than a concession stand, and I was definitely pleasantly surprised.
The Ft. Tyron Cafe offers a choice of formal indoor dining or casual dining at umbrella tables on their patio. We sat outside and enjoyed
the park as we ate. The menu is eclectic, though heaviest on vegetarian and organic selections. I had an entrée called Southwestern
tacos, which consisted of a thick, soft tortilla that was almost like pita bread stuffed with chicken and an odd assortment of vegetables.
It was delicious, and again quite reasonably priced.
The lunch refreshed us, and we headed north about another half mile to our destination, the Cloisters. This is a 20th Century
reproduction of a medieval monastery. While many of the interior appointments are authentic (brought from France and Spain), the
building itself is made of cement blocks and looks like it belongs at Disneyland rather than in Europe. Most of the Cloisters is an art
museum, primarily displaying art of the period the building portrays. It's interesting, but I don't know that I'd hurry back. [Margaret
seemed to like it quite a bit more than I did.] My favorite part of the Cloisters was the garden at the heart of it. They have a lovely
collection of plants—some planted in the ground and others in clay pots.
The Cloisters was one of numerous places we saw school groups making a field trip. Most of these groups were fairly large
(usually 40 kids or more), and often they had just one teacher trying to keep track of everybody. In many of the groups the kids were all
dressed alike, or else they wore some distinctive item that helped them stand out in the crowd. I still pity the poor teachers who have to
keep track of them all.
You get a clue as to just how multi-ethnic New York is looking at the school kids. We saw one teacher (who happened to be a
black man) switching back and forth between English and Spanish as he addressed his group. I'd guess better than a third of New
Yorkers speak Spanish natively. It surprised both Margaret and me that the majority of black people we saw were actually Hispanic
people from the Caribbean; percentage-wise there's far fewer of the long-time American blacks that you see in other cities. New York
also has a lot of recent immigrants from the Middle East and Eastern Europe. There are comparatively few Asians, although we did see
some—particularly south Asians from India and Pakistan. [The comparative ethnic mix surprised me on other visits to New York,
too. TV shows set there tend to feature black people, but percentage-wise there’s far more English-speaking blacks in almost
any other American city. In the decade since this trip, the number of Asians has skyrocketed, though.]
More than anywhere else I've been, New York impressed me as a place where vastly different people live together peacefully.
Every neighborhood we saw was integrated. There was usually some dominant ethnic group, but there was always some of everyone.
No one of any race seemed particularly threatening or possessive of a specific “turf”, and there didn’t seem to be a lot of discrimination.
While it was true that recent immigrants tended to have lower-status jobs, this seemed to have more to do with the fact that hey hadn’t
been here long than with the color of their skin. Perhaps there were more serious problems under the surface, but to the casual visitor

everyone seemed to get along pretty well. As our country becomes more and more multi-racial, I certainly hope it goes this direction
rather than toward the riots and street gangs you hear about in other cities.
We walked back across Ft. Tyron Park and took the subway south.
This time we took and express train as far as we could (125th Street) and then
made an across-the-platform transfer to the local train, which we took down to
86th Street. As we got off we saw another school group that had taken the
subway to get to the city's Museum of Natural History. It's weird to think of
taking a field trip by subway, but it really is the most efficient way to travel
(unless you goof up and take the local train all the way).
The Cloisters is operated by the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and
one admission is good for both sites (as well as the Brooklyn Museum). “The
th
Met” (as locals call it) is across Central Park from the 86 Street subway
station, and after our pleasant walk through Ft. Tyron Park we figured a stroll
through Central Park would also be nice. Surely somewhere in Central Park
there must be something nice. We didn't see it, though. We walked along the
85th Street Tranverse Road, which is all but an expressway across the middle
of Manhattan. The road is sunken below the actual park, and once you've
committed to the road there's no way to get up to park level. [There are what
look like emergency stairs at strategic points along the way, but access
to them is blocked off.] Trucks, buses, and taxis zoom along the road. I'm
sure they love it because it's just about the only street in New York that has no
stoplights. We made our way along a narrow sidewalk with no view other than
a cliff beside us and a wall of trees above us. Sometime I'll probably go back
to New York and actually see Central Park; I certainly hope it looks better from
above than it does from below.
[I still haven’t actually seen anything other than the edge of
Central Park, and from what I’ve read, there’s not a lot of reason to go
there. I gather it’s a pleasant park, but it’s horribly over-crowded. It also
comes across as a bit too formal for my tastes. On later trips I’d visit
Flushing Meadows—Corona Park in Queens and Van Cortlandt Park in
the Bronx. Both of those are the sort of place “real” people who live in
actual neighborhoods go. Central Park, on the other hand, appears to
cater to the ultra-wealthy folks who inhabit Manhattan’s condo towers.
Courtyard at the Cloisters
What makes it stand out is that it’s just about the only green space in central Manhattan.]
The Metropolitan Museum, is one of the largest museums on earth. You could literally spend a day there and not come close
to seeing everything. What's stupid is that the Met, like most of New York's museums, keeps minimal hours. They're basically open 9-5;
things would be far more convenient if they'd extend their hours to 7 or 9 at night. [This is a chronic problem with MANY museums.
I have no clue why they don’t see fit to have convenient hours.] It was already mid-afternoon, so we had no choice but to just skim
a few of the highlights. We went to their Egyptian area and then headed for one specific painting, El Greco's "View of Toledo". Margaret
specifically wanted to see that painting, and I've always liked it myself. We saw an eclectic assortment of works of art on the way.
We took a different subway (one that didn’t require walking back across the park) southward from the Met. We got out at
Midtown and walked over to the Museum of Modern Art. MOMA (as the locals call it) features such well-known oddities as Andy
Worhol's Campbell's soup can and polka-dot Marilyn Monroe portrait. [I wrote those in the singular, and I’m sure there is one of
each in New York. I’d find out years later at the Warhol museum in Pittsburgh that that most of the artist’s works were
actually prints, and there are dozens or even hundreds of each in existence.] There's also a lot of more traditional works that are
also classified as "modern". Unfortunately, by the time we arrived, it was all but closing time. We didn't really feel like paying their hefty
admission for barely half an hour, so we just browsed through the gift shop and left.
On our way out of MOMA we stopped for some street food. You can buy almost anything edible on the streets of Manhattan.
In addition to the hotdogs and pretzels you see in any city, you'll find fruit, salads, soup, kabobs, and an endless selection of East
European and Middle Eastern snack foods. Margaret and I happened to notice one vendor who was selling fresh-squeezed juice and
another who sold candy-coated nuts like they sell in Europe. In addition to the nuts, Margaret bought some caramel-coated coconut
chunks which were tasty but (we found out too late) were also crawling with ants. Ah well, they eat them in Africa, and now I probably
have too.
We still had time to kill before the kids would be done with the Letterman taping, so we took the subway's "7" line out to where
it surfaced in Queens. It was an interesting trip. The first interesting thing was the driver of the train, a black woman who was quite lively
with her announcements. [Actually she was almost certainly the conductor, which in New York at that time was a separate
position from the driver.] As we approached each station, she'd say "Move aside, folks—let 'em off!" You got the feeling by the way
she said "let 'em off" that if you didn't move aside, she'd leave the cab and take care of things personally.

It was also interesting to see how the scenery changed as we got further and further from Manhattan. The subway first
surfaces around Queensboro Plaza in the area known as Long Island City. This is basically the "downtown" part of Queens. There's the
same glass towers you'd find in any large city, though they pale in comparison with the ones across the river in Manhattan. Beyond
there is a large industrial district. The most interesting sight here was the factory where they make Swingline staplers. I've used those
staplers all my life [and still keep the heavy steel one my father used since the ‘50s], but I never had any clue where they made
them. (I checked one recently, and it is stamped "LIC, NY" on the bottom.) [Swingline has since moved out of Queens. Their
staplers are made abroad now, and the former factory is now condominiums.]
Farther out the area looks a lot like the residential areas of Chicago, brick apartment buildings that range from four to six floors
high—definitely tall, but shorter than you'd see in Manhattan. There's also some row houses here—usually two or three floors and built
of brick. You start seeing "real" businesses, too—like a McDonalds that actually does have a drive-through and a tiny parking lot and a
K-Mart with a parking ramp next door.
Further out we came to the Corona and Flushing areas, which the people who live in Manhattan consider to be suburban. It's
still a part of New York City, though, and it's every bit as urban as the residential districts of Waterloo or Des Moines. It looks a lot like
them, too. You see single family homes and duplexes, mostly two floors (sometimes three) and mostly built of wood. They're not row
houses, but they're on tiny lots with just a few feet separating one house from the next.
It's fascinating that while this was the neighborhood Archie Bunker was said to live in on All in the Family, today the population
seems to be mostly Hispanic and Asian. It's interesting that while it was a Black family that moved in next door to Archie and integrated
the neighborhood on the show, we saw almost no blacks in this part of Queens.
[Archie’s neighborhood was supposed to be Flushing, though the pictures taken for the show were actually in Middle
Village, far to the south and west, on the border with Brooklyn. Middle Village is mostly white (or was about five years ago
when I visited there), while Flushing is considered New York’s main Chinatown (far larger than the “famous” one in
Manhattan). Both areas, like all of Queens, also have large numbers of Hispanics.]
We went out as far as Corona Park [that is, Flushing Meadows—Corona Park … oddly, even New Yorkers appear to use
that cumbersome hyphenated name in referring to the place], one station shy of the end of the line. [The station would have
been Willets Point, which primarily serves Shea Stadium.] Corona Park was the site of two world’s fairs, first in 1939 and then in
the mid '60s. A big landmark in the area is the Unisphere, a huge brass globe that we could see from the subway station, even though it
was probably a mile away. This is also where many of the city's sports venues are. Shea Stadium and the U.S. Tennis Center are both
built in the Flushing Meadows—and “meadows” has the same meaning here it does in New Jersey. (By the way, I have no clue how
Flushing got its name; I'm sure I'm not the only one who pictures toilets in my mind when I hear that name.) [Obviously some L.A.based writers thought of the same joke. About this time The Simpsons did an episode (which has not been syndicated since
the World Trade Center attack) where Homer visited New York and had a desperate need to use a bathroom. He sees a bus in
the plaza by the WTC with the destination “Flushing Meadows” and enters a dream sequence where he is dancing around in a
field of toilets. … Unfortunately, I still haven’t been able to find the true origin of the name “Flushing”, and even a check on
Wikipedia while doing this revision offered no clues.]
We took the subway back to the World Trade Center and had some more pizza as we waited for the kids to return from the
Letterman taping. As we waited we noticed all the workers from the financial district hurrying past on their way home. We definitely
didn't fit in with this crowd. Every man here wears a dark colored suit (almost always blue or black), with a solid light-colored shirt
(sometimes with a contrasting collar) and a conservative tie. Occasionally the bold men will wear suspenders under their jackets. The
women seem to have somewhat more freedom in their attire. All were in skirts, but jackets seemed optional. Heels, though, appeared
mandatory. The majority of these movers and shakers of finance are white, but probably a third are either black or Asian. We noticed
that the minority people seemed to have a few more choices in clothing. Minority men often wore green and brown, and a few minority
women had "ethnic" clothes suggestive of their heritage.
[Financial movers and shakers have been on the news almost constantly the past few months, mostly for running
banks and other institutions into the ground. Perhaps if they spent a bit less money on their clothes, there might be a bit
more left to keep their companies solvent.]
It didn't take long for the kids to arrive. Late Night is actually taped in the late afternoon; it's over and done with by suppertime.
The kids obviously enjoyed the show, though they struck me as a bit less excited than I expected they might be. A couple of them
remarked that they were disappointed at how staged and fake this "spontaneous" show seemed to be. They remarked that they had
front row seats, though, and one kid even caught a guitar pick that they had thrown from the band. Everyone said the show was
unremarkable, with the best part being a comedy sketch by Bill Cosby.
We suggested that the kids might want to have dinner at the elegant McDonalds Margaret and I had eaten at yesterday, and
once they found out it was close, most of them agreed it was a good idea. …
We were disappointed that many of the things Margaret and I had enjoyed at breakfast were absent at supper. They obviously
cater to the Wall Street crowd, and most of them were on the train home at this point. Tonight there was no doorman and no pianist.
The place came across as a very nice McDonalds, but not quite the out-of-this-world experience it did during the day. Still, the kids
seemed to enjoy the place; I just wish they could have seen the complete experience.

We said our final goodbyes to New York and took the PATH train back across the river. The transfer this time was somewhat
more complicated. Instead of just going across the platform, we had to take an escalator downstairs, and then take an elevator up to
another platform. I wasn’t 100% sure we were in the right place until our train actually arrived. Even so, it was easier than catching the
train at New York’s Penn Station. [Having been back to Penn Station since, I’d be more confident there if I needed to bring kids
there again. It is a very complicated place, though.]
Again I was overwhelmed with all the commuters. It was after 9pm when we left Newark, long after what I'd call rush hour, and
still it was standing room only on the train. We got to Jersey Avenue around 10pm, and again there were hundreds of people headed
further west.
The suburbans were right where we had left them, and we made it back to the hotel with no problem. … Since this was our
last night in Somerset, I did a bit of consolidating of my luggage. Then I read a few more newspapers and headed off to bed.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10
Somerset, New Jersey to Arlington, Virginia
There was no particular rush to get on our way, so we dawdled around a bit this morning hoping traffic would thin out before
we left. For Margaret and me the main project was to get gas for the suburbans. There was an Amoco station about a block down
Easton Avenue from the hotel, but we had to go probably ten blocks out of the way to get there. (New Brunswick is like that; by now,
we'd gotten used to it.) The strangest thing about buying gas in New Jersey is that self-service is illegal [a concept that makes no
sense at all to me]. An attendant serves you, whether you want him to or not. I don't know when the last time I had full-service was,
and I'm pretty sure I've never had it in this country (it's been in remote parts of Canada where there was only one station to choose
from). Oddly, even with full-service, New Jersey has some of the cheapest gas in the country. Everything was less than a dollar a
gallon, as compared with the $1.15 we paid in Illinois and the $1.49 at the one and only station we saw in Manhattan. [New Jersey
still has just about the cheapest gas in the East, which really is strange given that you’re paying an attendant.]
As the kids started packing up, it came time to pay the hotel bill. I’m pretty sure this was the single largest charge I’ve ever put
on my credit card—over $1,000. Still, that’s not bad for four nights of four rooms in a nice hotel that was quite conveniently located.
I’ve paid more per night for Super 8’s in out-of-the-way towns [Super 8 tends to be extremely overpriced for a “budget” chain], and
the Quality Inn at Somerset was definitely a higher grade of hotel than any Super 8 I’ve seen. (By the way, all the costs for the trip were
taken care of ahead of time—either by the kids or through the profits of the quiz bowl tournament we host—so paying off that credit
card bill wasn’t a problem.)
We drove back down the Easton Avenue strip, stopping briefly to have a late breakfast at a Burger King along the way. We
continued into downtown New Brunswick, but this time we turned left rather than right at the depot. We passed the rather palatial
headquarters of Johnson & Johnson and then went east a couple more blocks to NJ 18, a semi-limited access highway that runs along
the shores of the Raritan River. Most of the intersections on NJ 18 are exits, but every once in a while there's a stoplight. [There are
highways of this type all over the East.] At least the thing is four lanes, though, so traffic doesn't back up as badly as it does on the
downtown streets.
Four lanes was small compared to a highway we drove over just south of New Brunswick. The New Jersey Turnpike, the main
route between New York and Philadelphia, is no less than twenty lanes wide at this point. That's right, twenty—four groups of five lanes
each, so five local and five express lanes in each direction. I've never seen such a massive highway, and while it wasn't bumper-tobumper, it was certainly moving lots of traffic. [There apparently aren’t actually twenty continuous lanes at this point. Each
portion actually has only three or four continuous lanes, with the others being for entrance or exit.]
We didn’t get on the turnpike, but continued south on NJ 18 to the Garden State Parkway, another tollroad that runs just west
of the Atlantic coast for the length of the state. The parkway started out as six lanes, and traffic moved right along in that section.
Unfortunately it quickly shrank to four lanes, but none of the traffic exited. No one seemed to be driving at a consistent speed, and it
was really a headache to drive this morning.
The parkway is basically a tunnel through the trees [appropriate for its name]. You really don’t see anything but forest as
you drive along. As soon as we exited, though, we saw why it was so congested. While we were about 70 miles south of New York,
we exited into a suburb (Toms River) that looked remarkably like what we had left behind in Somerset. Toms River is basically where
New York ends, but just twenty miles south of here there’s another chain of development that includes the resort areas of Atlantic City,
Wildwood, and Cape May.
We drove east and south to a string of oceanside resorts—each with the word "Seaside" as part of their name. They're all
pleasant, but I'd never want to live or even vacation here. The whole place is jam packed with little "cottages"—tiny little wood-frame
homes that look like those "little boxes made of ticky-tacky" that went up all over the suburbs in the '50s. They're on impossibly small
lots, often with just inches between one and the next. There's no real grass here, so what yards exist are just piles of sand. For most of
the residents, the beach is still a good half mile to the east; only a fortunate few have ocean views from their homes. I must say, though,
the little cottages look better than the wall of condos you see along the Florida coast. Here you get a tranquil, small town feel; in Florida
you might as well be in Urbandale.

[The whole concept of vacation cottages or vacation condos is alien to me, and wherever I’ve encountered them, they
seem to spoil the landscape. The Jersey Shore looks almost identical to Lake Michigan in Wisconsin and the Upper
Peninsula, and in both places the beach is lost by all the development. To me it would make more sense to build large hotels
or apartment blocks near (but not ON) the beach. At the very least, the development should be across the street from the
beach like it is in Mississippi.]
We drove past all the Seasides (which the woman at our hotel told us were the nicest resorts on the "Joisy" Shore [New
Jerseyans really do have their stereotyped accent.]) and continued on to Island Beach State Park. I knew nothing abut this park,
but I had scoped it out on a map of New Jersey before we left. It seemed both easy to get to and a convenient distance from New
Brunswick. We paid our admission ($6 per car) and went in.
For pretty much pointing at the map ahead of time, I couldn't have picked a more pleasant place to spend the day. Island
Beach is one of the loveliest places I've been anywhere. It's just about the only area on the Jersey Shore that is protected from
development, and they are serious about protecting it. With the exception of the park headquarters and a couple of bath houses at the
main beach, there is no development whatsoever. (The southern end of the park is a true wilderness area, where they don’t even allow
motor vehicles.)
The beach itself is absolutely gorgeous. Probably most surprising was the fact that it was virtually free of litter. I loved the
beaches down in Mississippi, but it always upset me that even on the most secluded stretches you’d see bottles and cans and the
th
remnants of fireworks from some kid’s 4 of July celebration. Here we just enjoyed white sand, with almost nothing to distract from its
beauty. Judging by the parking lots by the beach, the park handles thousands of guests on summer weekends. Today, though, it was
all but empty. Besides us, there were a few senior citizens and a couple of school groups taking field trips. (School was still in session
for another week and a half in New Jersey; I think I'd take a field trip to the beach if I had to be in school that late, too.)
The kids changed into their swimming suits and relaxed on the beach. Margaret and I passed on sunbathing and instead
explored the hiking trails around the park. Some of the trails lead to remote parts of the beach; they're used mostly for access by
fishermen. Others are nature trails with interpretive signs explaining all the different biological regions of the coastal plain. It is
fascinating how quickly the plants (and presumably the animals) change as you go inward from the seafront. I had noticed the same
changes in Mississippi, but there was nothing there to explain why it was happening. I really enjoyed making these hikes and
understanding how seaside ecosystems work.

Garrigan boys at Island Beach State Park, New Jersey
On the most "educational" of the trails we had to negotiate our way around scads of school kids. They all had worksheets to fill
out by reading the signs. We talked with a couple of teachers at the visitor's center. They were as astounded that we were out of school
as we were that they were still going. There's also no comparison in the size of the schools here and out east. These people considered
their district to be a small, rural school. They were comparing themselves to Princeton, the other school whose buses we saw at the
park. In Iowa, I'm sure their high school would compete in Class 4-A. They could understand that a private school like Garrigan might
be small, but the public district where Margaret teaches seemed beyond their comprehension. The big issue in their district was
building a new elementary school to accommodate increasing enrollment. Apparently by state law they can only use portable units for
three years; after that they are required to find another way to handle the students.

We
met
another
interesting person at the park,
too. He was a surfer who was
probably pushing 50 and had
obviously never grown up. I'm
not sure he does anything when
he's not surfing. He was
extremely disappointed that there
had been no significant waves in
the past two weeks. (Today the
ocean was just about as gentle
as I've ever seen it anywhere.)
When he found out we were from
the Midwest, he assumed this
was the first time we had seen
the ocean and pumped us
repeatedly for our feelings about
it. He assumed we'd find it
overwhelming and awe-inspiring.
Margaret
said
something
pointless and non-committal ("It's
big," I think), but it seemed to at
least shut him up. The ocean is
certainly beautiful, but then so
are the Great Lakes. If someone
Litter bag dispenser – Island Beach State Park
asked me what I really found
completely different from home and was somewhat overwhelmed by, it would be all the trees. We don't have anything even remotely
resembling the endless forest they do out east. I'm sure all those "amber waves of grain" strike Easterners the same way when they
come out here.
We left Island Beach in the middle of the afternoon and headed back to the Garden State Parkway. We drove down to Atlantic
City and then turned back northwest toward Philadelphia. Just at the edge of the Philadelphia metro area, we exited onto U.S. highway
322. We almost had a serious accident right at the exit. There was a stoplight regulating traffic that changed to red just as I got up to it.
I slammed on my brakes at the last possible second. Jean was following quite close behind, and she had to slam her brakes harder
than I did. She literally missed rear-ending us by inches. Once again, though, fate smiled on us and we made it through without a
scratch. Jean was obviously a bit scared by the experience; after that she followed so far back that I worried about losing her every
time we got to a stoplight.
Highway 322 was not a pleasant drive. It was probably better than the alternative (taking I-95 through Philadelphia at rush
hour), but I’m not certain of that. The road is mostly two lanes, and it’s lined with mailboxes that are right up next to the highway. We
actually hit one of them, which knocked the mirror out of line. Fortunately, though, the mailbox was plastic, so there was no actual
damage.
[Taking highway 322 was part of my prejudice against urban interstates. Having driven on somewhat more of them
since, I can say it was a pretty stupid decision. The “right” choice wouldn’t have been I-95 either, but rather I-295, which runs
from Camden (on the New Jersey side of metro Philadelphia) down to Wilmington. While it would have been busy, it would
have been a better option than an over-developed rural road.]
Eventually we made it to the New Jersey Turnpike. We got on at Exit 2 and drive down to Exit 1, which is the Delaware
Memorial Bridge at the state line. It’s a lot less important road here than it is up by New Brunswick. Instead of twenty lanes there were
only four, since most of the traffic goes into Philadelphia. Four seemed adequate to handle the traffic, though, and we moved along
without any problem.
We stopped one last time in New Jersey. Jean got on the radio and asked if we could find a rest area soon. I assumed
something was up with one of the girls in her suburban, but it turned out to be Nate who had the emergency. When we stopped at a
service area, a car was parked just down from us with its car alarm sounding loudly. Strangely enough, a man was seated in the
passenger seat, and he just sat there as if nothing were happening. I don’t know if he didn’t know how to de-activate it or what, but he
just sat there oblivious to all the noise. [Almost every time I’ve heard a car alarm, people have been oblivious to it, though
actually sitting in the car while one was going off was new and different. I really do wonder if car alarms serve any purpose at
all, though.]
We crossed the bridge into Delaware, and suddenly we hit one of the biggest traffic jams I've ever seen. Wilmington is not a
very large city (75,000 people) and the highway here is eight lanes wide, but it was clogged with people who seemed to be going every
direction at once. We crawled along until we got to Newark, the suburb where my Uncle Harvey used to live, where everyone seemed
to exit.

We had a late supper at a service area just west of Wilmington. None of the food choices thrilled me, so I ended up having a
hot dog and a pretzel from a sort of pseudo-street vendor cart that was permanently set up in the place. I also stopped at Arby’s and
added a special mug they were selling to my collection of Pepsi memorabilia. [It’s odd that I really don’t remember this mug at all,
given that I can identify the origin of almost every other item in my Pepsi collection.]
We left the interstate just past Newark and headed southwest on U.S. highway 301. After the bad experience on the noninterstate highways in New Jersey, I wasn’t sure what to expect. Here, though, the road was excellent. It was a brand-new four-lane
highway whose purpose was obviously to serve a string of housing developments that extended all the way to the Maryland border.
Once we got to Maryland I knew we wouldn’t have problems driving the rest of the way. If you read my travelogue from the
trip to Washington last summer, you’ll remember me commenting that no matter where we were, Maryland always seemed to have the
correct number of lanes. [For the most part New Jersey does, too, but today was definitely the exception.] That was certainly
true here. The four-lane highway across eastern Maryland was virtually empty. I relaxed as I drove along, and I enjoyed a change in
the scenery—a few fields of corn, beans, and tobacco to break up the endless forest we had driven through ever since leaving Chicago.
Before long we crossed Chesapeake Bay, with a spectacular view from a very high bridge. Traffic picked up a bit at Annapolis,
but it was getting on towards sunset, so we had definitely missed the bulk of it. We drove on to New Carrollton, which is located on the
Washington beltway and would be our destination on the metro line every time we went into the city. As we made our way almost
halfway around the beltway, it started to rain. My windshield was almost totally covered with bugs, so I waited as long as I possibly
could to start the wipers. It did smear badly at first, but gradually things cleared up so I could see decently.
It was well after dark by the time we crossed the Potomac into Virginia. I thought I remembered from last year how to get to
the Marymount University campus. Last year, though, we had done everything in daylight. At night the whole place looked different, and
I wasn't 100% sure I was going the right way. I obviously was, though, since before long we were at 26th & Glebe, in the same parking
lot where we had left the suburbans a year earlier.
I walked to the dorm where we stayed last year. The people there acted confused, but when they checked they said we were
staying in a different dorm. I would have to go down to the Union and check in there to find out the details. The process took about
fifteen minutes. By the time I got back to the parking lot, the kids had taken their stuff and abandoned Margaret. Those who were here
last year also tried to check into the old dorm. When they found out it was different, they made their way to the new one and waited out
front for us to arrive. Eventually we got checked in and started settling in for another four-day stretch.
I'm not sure which dorm I liked less, this one or the one we were in last year. They were quite different, but neither was exactly
pleasant. All the furniture in this dorm was built in. Strangest of all were the beds, which had rollers on a track that let you slide them
away from the wall to gain access to storage. The problem was there was no way to lock them into one position. As you lay there, they
started rolling of their own free will. I can only imagine what would happen if a couple of college kids were, shall we say, being romantic
in those beds.
The biggest problem in this dorm, though was its temperature. They obviously run the air conditioning full blast here twentyfour hours a day, seven days a week, all summer long. Last year I would have said that was a good thing, since a year ago we were
sweltering in a room where the air conditioning didn't work. This year, though, the outside temperature was in the 50s when we arrived,
and it didn't break the 70s in the daytime. With the air going full blast in that weather, the whole dorm was an icebox. We'd touch the
walls or the floor, and we'd get a chill because they were so cold. We eventually opened the windows of the room, since it was notably
warmer outside than inside. We kept our clothes on and huddled under the one blanket we were supplied, but even so we shivered
more than we slept.
[Several years later we’d return to Washington for another quiz bowl tournament. That time we stayed in a motel.
The cost was roughly the same as the dorms, and the experience was much more pleasant.]

THURSDAY, JUNE 11
Washington, D.C. Area
Unlike last year, almost all our games this year were scheduled in the middle of the day. That meant we didn't have a lot of
time for sightseeing. I had hoped to at least show the kids one thing this morning. I planned to have breakfast in the Rosslyn area,
which among other things has a section of the Berlin Wall on display. I also figured that would give those who hadn't been here before a
brief orientation to the Washington metro train system.
We left the college and drove on familiar roads through Arlington to the East Falls Church metro station. Last year we had
always parked at the "kiss-n-ride" at this station and taken the metro into the city. When we got there today, though, the kiss-n-ride (as
well as the main lot) was entirely full. There was nowhere legal to park even remotely close. [This was another advantage to staying
at the motel on the future trip; it was within walking distance of the metro station.]
I decided to drive on to the West Falls Church station, about three miles further west. Margaret was driving the other suburban,
and she got separated from the group. We waited on the shoulder of I-66 for almost five minutes before she was able to find a break in
traffic and get on the freeway.

Eventually we made it to West Falls Church, but there was no parking there either. I drove all around their parking lot, with no
success. In the process, I got rather lost, with no clue how to get back on the freeway. I randomly chose one of several exits from the
lot, and—miracle of miracles—it led right back to I-66. We got stuck in heavy rush hour traffic on our way back east, and time ticked by.
I decided to give up on the idea of breakfast in Rosslyn, and we ended up just going to the McDonalds near the campus.
We also stopped at a grocery store this morning. Among other things, Margaret and I got a delicious snack product called
“flatbread”. I had heard of it (the sort of thing old ladies eat in novels and plays), but I really had no clue what it is. The stuff we bought
was about an inch wide, eight inches long, and as thick as the cover of a book. The bread itself was crisp and flavorful, but what made
it really outstanding were the various toppings (garlic, onion, pepper, sesame, etc.) they topped the stuff with. It’s probably a good thing
it isn’t available here; it really is addictive.
When we got back to the college it was time for the whole point of this trip, playing in the national tournament. Unfortunately, I
think for most of the kids the tournament was rather incidental to the trip, and that was reflected in how they played. One way or the
other, though, our first game was about to begin.
Our first game was also by far our worst. We played Rye, New York, one of the most exclusive suburbs of New York City. Rye
was also by far the most annoying team we faced. This was apparent in their introductions—all of which were jokes, and some of which
were vulgar. The stupidest was from a boy whose introduction said something to the effect that he was especially excited about the
discovery of the drug Viagra. He couldn't have been really thinking when he wrote that; it he had, surely he'd have realized that what he
thought was a dirty joke was really just a slam at his own sexual ability. [In the years since then, Viagra jokes have become fairly
standard among teenaged boys—though they still strike me as bizarre. I also gather from things I’ve heard that for a fair
number of college men (and probably some high school kids, too), Viagra is a drug of abuse. They manage to get it without
prescription and use it not to overcome impotence, but to (how to delicately put this) “last longer” and be a sort of superstud. In that context, I suppose the annoying kid’s remark made more sense. It was still inappropriate in a setting like this,
though.]

Jeremy Richter, Tim Mosbach, Nate Fourage, and Abby Rahm
(This is by far the most elaborate quiz bowl set we’ve ever played on.)
The players from Rye were conceited, impolite, and just generally unpleasant. They did, however, know their trivia, and they
ended up demolishing our team. Our kids politely congratulated them and then went out to the hall and proceeded to rip them apart. A
couple of our girls overheard the coach from Rye ripping their team apart for missing a couple of questions and not running up the
score as badly as they might have. I can’t imagine doing that. Win or lose, I try to be encouraging. I’ll offer suggestions, but I certainly
wouldn’t criticize people for winning [but then, I’ve never been cut-throat at anything I’ve done].

The one thing I did get angry about after this game actually involved those same two girls. Before we left I had given dress
guidelines for competition, both orally and in writing. I required that the boys wear ties for competition. For the girls I said either skirts
or dress pants at least as good as those in our school uniform. The junior girls showed up for competition in skimpy shorts and tightfitting knit tops that to my eye would have been more appropriate for the beach. They tried to say they didn’t know they were supposed
to dress up. That was definitely not an excuse, when at least three times they had been told how to dress. They said they thought the
shorts were dress clothes. I pointed out that all the boys were in ties. None of them wanted to, but they all wore them. Sexy shorts are
certainly not the female equivalent of ties. As it turned out the girls honestly didn’t have any real “dress” clothes with them. However,
after the lecture they did manage somewhat more appropriate attire for our later games.
[Defining “dress” clothes has only gotten harder over the years. We want our kids to dress well for speech contests,
but it is always a struggle to get them to comply, and some literally don’t know what “dress-up” apparel means. That’s not
really a surprise with how casual the adult world has become. Even most Protestants don’t really dress up for church these
days, and Catholics never did. I used to suggest people dress as if they were going to a wedding, but nowadays even that is
too low a standard. I’ve taken to describing the appropriate attire as what people would wear to a funeral, though not
necessarily in black.]
We had most of the afternoon free, but I can't say I really did much of anything. Before I knew it, it was time for our second
game of the day. This time we played West High School of Oshkosh, Wisconsin. This was the biggest of the schools we played, and
again the game was rather a mismatch. At least the Oshkosh players were pleasant about things, though. I've noticed every year that
there seems to be a better attitude of sportsmanship among the Midwestern teams than those from the East or South. We lost fair and
square to a better team, but at least this time I didn't feel bad afterwards.
We changed and then went out for the evening. I drove back to East Falls Church and this time there were exactly two
available spaces at the kiss-n-ride [which, bizarrely, allows all-day parking]. We quickly nabbed both spaces and headed into the
station. We took the metro to Pentagon City, the same big mall we went to last year. We picked a time to meet up again and separated
into smaller groups.
For Margaret and me, the number one concern was to buy something to keep us warm in the dorm room. We’d had the
windows open all day long, but it was still downright icy inside. We first tried to find a space heater, but no one had those in stock this
time of year. We also looked at quilts and blankets, but those seemed too bulky and expensive. Eventually we stopped at Marshall’s.
Margaret bought a sweatsuit and I picked up a jacket. The room was still far from ideal, but at least with layers of clothing to sleep in, it
was tolerable.
We saw a nice Italian restaurant near Marshall’s. When we looked in they seemed to have several available tables, so we
went in. Once inside, the hostess told us there would be a half-hour wait for seating. Other people were also obviously waiting, so I
didn’t inquire why they had so many empty tables. We decided not to bother with the wait and went looking somewhere else. There
was also a Mexican restaurant nearby, but they also had a lengthy wait for seating. Why all these restaurants are so popular on a
Thursday, I have no clue.
We gave up on Pentagon City and took the metro up to Rosslyn. We walked around and scoped out the restaurants there and
settled on a place called “Tex-Mex”, whose name obviously gives away its cuisine. They had plenty of tables available, and we were
served quickly. The food was excellent, and it was sort of amusing to be serenaded by old-time country music as we supped on fajitas
and enchiladas. [I’d completely forgotten about this place, which was really quite a nice restaurant.]
We went back to Pentagon City and waited only briefly for all the kids to show up again. We took the metro home, and before
long everyone was settled into bed.

FRIDAY, JUNE 12
Washington, D.C. Area
Last year when we went to nationals, the registration fee included an evening Grey Line city tour. That was wonderful. We saw
all the "must sees" without having to find time in our schedule for them all. This year they had changed the freebie. Instead of the tour
they had tickets for the National Sports Gallery at MCI Arena. While I never made it there, the kids tell me it includes a big museum of
sports together with several activities the sponsors call "virtual reality" that amount to little more than looking at a movie screen.
[They’ve since discontinued any outside events as part of the tournament, which has allowed them to keep the
registration fee more reasonable. The Grey Line tour was probably the best of the “entertainment” features they had, since it
guaranteed everyone would see all the essential “must see” landmarks. They apparently had complaints about that, though,
because many of the Easterners had seen all those things many times before.]
Because we wouldn't be going on a tour, Margaret and I decided to use some of the time this morning (while the kids were
sleeping in late) to go into the city and see a few of the sights. Having run into parking problems yesterday morning, we decided not to
take any chances today. Marymount runs a free shuttle bus to a variety of places around Arlington, among them the Ballston metro
station. Ballston is actually the closest station to the campus, but since there is no parking there (ever), we had opted for East Falls
Church instead. We caught the bus and headed down to the metro.

[The schedule of this year’s tournament, primarily on business days, was weird. Normally the N.A.C. is scheduled on
long weekends, which makes things like transit more easily accessible. Ballston station, by the way, has no dedicated
parking, but it is adjacent to a large shopping mall which has a parking ramp. If I were to return to Arlington, I might consider
parking at Ballston Commons and taking the train into the city. I’m sure you’re not supposed to do that (just like you’re not
supposed to park at Mall of America and take the Minneapolis light rail), but I’m also sure people must do it all the time.]
Margaret especially wanted to see the Lincoln Memorial and the Vietnam Veterans' Memorial. Unfortunately neither of those is
anywhere close to a metro station. The closest ones are at Foggy Bottom and Smithsonian, but both are nearly a mile from the Lincoln
Memorial. You'd think a tourist-oriented city like Washington would build a metro station where the tourists actually go, but they didn't
[something I still think is strange]. So we stopped at Foggy Bottom and then walked –and walked–and walked. Eventually we made
it to the National Mall, where we saw Lincoln, Vietnam, and Korea. [The sentence “That guy really seems to make it around”
appeared at this point in the original travelogue. It obviously referred to something that I’d written but deleted, and it made no
sense on its own. After looking though pictures to insert here, I finally knew what it meant. “That guy” was the Korean
President who had attended mass with us in New York. He had placed a wreath at the Korean War Veterans Memorial on the
National Mall in D.C.]

LEFT: Lincoln Memorial
RIGHT: Wreath laid by the President of South Korea
at the Korean War Veterans Memorial
[I’ve been paying a lot of attention to all the D.C.
monuments this past week, as I’ve watched TV coverage of
President Obama’s inauguration. While it certainly would
have been fun to have been in Washington for that historic
event, I can’t even imagine putting up with all the crowds.
The mall, which was relatively empty this morning, was jam-packed with two million people for the inauguration. Apparently it
was a good-natured group, though; the number of reported crimes was zero.]
After seeing the monuments we walked back across the National Mall toward Smithsonian station. It’s actually further away
than Foggy Bottom, but I think it’s a somewhat more pleasant walk. At least we had a park area around us instead of just busy streets.
From Smithsonian we metroed over to Rosslyn and walked just a few blocks south to the Iwo Jima Memorial (which I also
described at length last year). It was amusing that a group of Marines was there admiring the monument to their comrades.
[We then went back to Ballston, where catching a bus back to campus was easier said than done. Probably because
of the one-way street configuration, the bus drops people coming from campus off right at the door of the metro. On the way
back, though, you can’t board there. Instead you’re supposed to wait at a nearby IHOP restaurant. We eventually figured that
out, but the fact that I remember it all these years later tells you it was indeed annoying.]
Today's game was versus Nazareth High School. Nazareth is a town in eastern Pennsylvania about the size of Algona. It is,
however, located in a very urban area in the "steel belt". Nazareth, Pennsylvania is just down the road from Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania—just as their two namesakes were in Israel. It’s also very near Allentown [where I’d fly to on a trip east several years
after this trip], and it’s not far from Reading, Scranton, and Wilkes-Barre [or from New York or Philadelphia, for that matter]. The
school came across as far more urban than its town size would indicate. Their team was nearly as annoying as Rye. They weren't really
all that good, but they did get the better of us. So after three games, we had an impressive 0-3 record. (As I said earlier, the kids’ minds
really didn’t seem to be on the tournament most of the time.)

This afternoon we again drove to East Falls Church. This time there was plenty of parking at the kiss-n-ride [since it was, of
course, a weekend]. On the train we decided who was going where and when and where we would meet up.
The first thing on Margaret's and my agenda was lunch. We got out again at Rosslyn and had a very late lunch at a place
called John's Diner, which was located in the basement of an office building. "John" appeared to be a Southeast Asian man, and he and
his family ran the place. John obviously knew all his regular customers. Margaret and I were still dressed up from the game, so we
looked like we could have been part of the local business community (which, by the way, dresses quite a bit more casually than they do
in New York). John asked where we worked and seemed pleasantly surprised to find out we were tourists.
Part of the menu at John's Diner was Asian (egg drop soup and stir fries), part standard diner fare (bacon and eggs and grilled
cheese sandwiches), and part stuff that really didn't belong in either cuisine (the quiche both Margaret and I chose to have). "Mrs. John"
was behind the counter when we showed up, and it was absolutely impossible to understand a word she was saying. She repeatedly
asked Margaret if she wanted something with her meal. We had no clue what that something might be, but eventually Margaret just
said yes. It turned out to be a dinner roll. It was far from the best meal we ate on this trip, but it certainly was interesting.
One of the places I hadn't gotten a chance to see last year that seemed interesting was the National Zoo, which is part of the
Smithsonian Institution. I especially wanted to see the famous pandas that were given to our country by China back in the '70s. I can
remember reading about those pandas in My Weekly Reader, and ever since then I've wanted to see them. The zoo sounded
interesting to Margaret, too, so we set off in the metro and got off at the station called Woodley Park/Zoo.
While "Zoo" may be part of the name, the zoo itself is only vaguely close to the station. [Many of the D.C. metro stations are
similarly mis-named.] The main thing that's close to the station itself is a wide selection of Asian restaurants. I wandered around and
eventually oriented myself (which is much harder to do in Washington than it is in New York), and eventually we set out on foot down
Connecticut Avenue.
Connecticut Avenue is one of the nicest parts of Washington. We passed a variety of exclusive apartment buildings, as well as
nice hotels and upscale businesses where the people who live here might shop. Having seen what both New York and Washington call
their nicest neighborhoods, I'll take Washington's anytime. While New York is a canyon of tall buildings, with only cement at ground
level, in Washington there's pleasant greenery everywhere. I can see why people would want to live on Connecticut Avenue; the only
reason I could figure out for the popularity of 5th Avenue and the East Side was that people didn’t have to spend half their life on the
train.
Eventually we made it to the zoo, but we were
disappointed to see a sign that said they would be closing
within forty-five minutes (even though the guidebooks and
another sign said their regular hours lasted well into the
evening). Like almost everything in Washington, the zoo is
free, so we decided to see what we could in a short time.
We wandered quickly past a wide variety of animals,
with our main destination being the pandas. We were
disappointed when we got there to find out that the panda
exhibit was closed. There was no indication of why, just a big
"closed" sign. I snapped a picture of a concrete statue of a
panda that sits in front of the entrance, but it was definitely not
the same as seeing the real thing.
The part of the zoo I found most interesting had to do
with botany rather than zoology. They had a garden filled with
a variety of plants native to the Washington area. They
explained in detail how the area Indians used these plants,
Panda statue at National Zoo
how early white settlers used them, and how they are used today (in medicine, for instance). There’s a hiking trail up at Pipestone
National Monument in Minnesota that has a similar “story of the plants” theme, and I’ve always enjoyed it, too.
It was shortly after the announced closing time when we walked out of the zoo, and people were still walking in as we exited.
They still had the sign with the early closing sign posted by the gate, but nothing was locked. I think we could have stayed as long as
we wanted, but we had seen most of the things there were to see—except for the pandas, of course.
We walked back to the metro station and decided to have dinner in the area. We checked out a couple of restaurants and
decided on a place called Saigon, a beautifully decorated place that was right next door to the metro entrance. It doesn't take a lot of
intelligence to figure out that Saigon served Vietnamese cuisine. Their menu makes a big deal of explaining just how Vietnamese food
differs from Chinese food, but to untrained tastebuds like mine, the two are virtually identical. [It’s actually probably closer to Thai
than Chinese, but there are definite similarities among ALL Asian cuisines.] I had one of their dinner specials, which allowed me
to go to the soup and salad bar. The soup was fair, but the dressing they used for their tossed salad was out of this world. It looked like
a basic vinaigrette, but it had a lovely combination of spices that I've never tasted in dressing before. The main course (a char-broiled,
marinated chicken breast with stir-fried Asian vegetables on rice) was also quite good, and the service was outstanding. (Of course, it
helped that we were just about the only customers.) We continued our dining experience by ordering "crème caramel", the French
name for what I've always called "flan" and what would be called "caramel custard" in English. It, too, was delicious, and the whole meal

was one of the best I've had. It was also the most expensive meal we ate on this trip, but no more costly than a similar restaurant in
Iowa would be ($10-$15 per person).
After dinner we decided to see if we could locate Ford's Theatre, where Abraham Lincoln was shot. The theatre is still active
(they had a month-long engagement of Showboat while we were there), but it's also a national historic site. We saw the theatre (it's
right next door to the Hard Rock Cafe), but we didn't even think about going in. The line to see the place stretched up to the end of the
block, around the corner, and halfway down the block. There's probably a line if you get there at 7am.

LEFT: Ford’s Theatre
RIGHT: Lines to see Ford’s Theatre
The metro stop for Ford's Theatre is Gallery Place, which is directly underneath
the new MCI Arena that we had tickets to. Completely by accident we ran into several of
the kids that had been spending their afternoon there. They were obviously less than
overwhelmed by the place. From their reactions, I would definitely suggest they go back to
doing the free tour next year.
Next to MCI Arena is the Discovery Channel Store, the educational channel's answer to those "studio stores" run by Disney,
Warner Brothers, and the like. The Discovery store is half a store and half a museum. Technically everything is for sale, but the price
tags on some items go into the hundreds of thousands of dollars. Discovery's TV shows center on geography and science [at least
they did at that point; since then Discovery has become more and more entertainment-oriented], and the store tries to illustrate
those themes. They have merchandise from all over the world, as well as a variety of things that show off various scientific principles.
For instance, they illustrated "creative recycling" by showing how "trash" could be made into useful objects. Being a long-time collector
of Pepsi stuff, I couldn't resist looking through the wallets and backpacks they had made out of old pop cans and tire scraps. When I
saw that the cans they used were from Vietnam (a can you never see in America--and one fitting to both of the restaurants we ate in
today), I couldn't resist getting out my credit card. "Useful", of course, is a relative term; I doubt if the wallet and backpack I bought will
ever serve as anything other than decoration. They did make a nice pair of souvenirs, though. [I still have those items in my Pepsi
collection at school. They’ve never served any useful purpose, but they continue to decorate my room at school. They still
have their original pricetags on them, too, and after a decade those prices seem a bit more reasonable.]
We had a little more time before we had arranged to meet at Pentagon City, so Margaret and I went on the same scenic metro
ride Paul and I had done last year. We went out past National Airport (which no one here seems to call by its new official name, Ronald
Reagan Airport) to the end of the line on the yellow route, Huntington. We then just turned around and headed back to Pentagon City.
It's a pretty ride, with nice views of the city and suburbs, and it was relaxing to just sit after walking so much earlier in the day.
[Amusingly, this was one of our cheapest metro trips, too. The D.C. metro charges on a distance-based system, based on
where you enter and exit. If, like us, you transfer from train to train but don’t exit a station, you can ride a long time for the
minimum fare.]
We met the kids back at the mall and took the metro back to East Falls Church. We made more plans for our final day, and
before long we were off to sleep.

SATURDAY, JUNE 13
Washington, D.C. Area
My big event this morning was taking several of the kids to McDonalds. Last year the kids were excited to find out that the
McDonalds by Marymount serves a breakfast buffet on weekends [still the only McD’s I’ve ever seen with a buffet]. They were

equally enthusiastic about it this year, so again we patronized the Golden Arches. I believe I wrote last year that I found the buffet
overpriced and rather unsatisfying; my opinion hasn’t changed. The kids seemed to like it, though, so I guess it was worth the trip.
Our final game was at Marymount’s Ballston campus, which is a separate building about two miles south of the main campus.
[It’s quite close to the Ballston metro station, which in recent years has appended the college’s abbreviation so that its name
is now “Ballston—MU”.] We drove down there and spent the time before the game pondering the best options for this last game. Of
all the games, this was the one we stood the best chance of winning. We were playing Chokio-Alberta High School ("Chokio" is
pronounced "show-KIGH-oh"), a tiny rural district from central Minnesota. The school was very similar to those we face at the
tournaments we go to in our area. We spoke with them before the game and found out they were also 0-3, and they also felt the
Eastern teams seemed to have bad sportsmanship and unpleasant attitudes. The C.A.H.S. delegation was generally pleasant, and their
coach was probably the friendliest I've seen at nationals. [Many of the coaches at nationals take quiz bowl FAR too seriously;
they come across like college football coaches whose jobs depend on winning the big game.]
The C.A.H.S. coach did get ruffled about one thing, though. They had a question that required them to name as many of the
“Great Plains” states as they could. Today’s kids seem to know nothing about geography, so it was no real surprise that mostly they
were guessing. One of the states they picked was “Minnesota”, and the coach was upset that her home state was not listed as one of
the answers. I’m sure the part of Minnesota she lives in (which is just east of Fargo, North Dakota) would be considered “Great Plains”,
but you could hardly say that the Iron Range or the tall forests by International Falls or the hills and cliffs by Rochester are anything
close to that. The part of the answer that surprised me was that they considered New Mexico to be part of the Great Plains. It kind of
surprises me that they asked the question to begin with (since the definition is pretty subjective); they probably should have qualified it
by saying, “According to (some source), the Great Plains include which states?” That’s what I almost always do at the tournament we
host, and it does help avoid arguments.
The game was probably an even match, but again we lost. C.A.H.S. had one very good player, and while the majority of
questions went unanswered by both teams, he alone managed to answer more than our whole team did. (We've had players on our
team who've done the same thing in reverse, and I suppose turn-about is fair play.) It was a close game, but we ended up on the short
end. So now, after finishing 17th overall our first year at nationals (with a 3-1) record, we've got a three-year winless streak at the
national tournament. It's frustrating to come all this way and not win any games, but the kids seem to enjoy it one way or the other, so I
guess there's some point to it.
We changed and drove back to East Falls Church. Even though it was a
weekend, the parking lot was packed. Again there was just barely space for us to
park in the kiss-and-ride. They badly need to expand the parking at the
Washington metro stations. [They have expanded the parking since this was
written, but I gather they’re still frequently overcrowded.] I’m surprised they
don’t erect ramps, instead of the lots; they could easily triple or quadruple their
available spaces. We again agreed on a time and a place to meet up and then
split into smaller groups.
Margaret and I got off at the Capitol South station, which (logically
enough) is located south of the U.S. Capitol. Our destination was the Library of
Congress, which is about two blocks down the street from the station. This was
one of the most interesting places I've ever been. The building itself is
spectacular—full of elaborate mosaics, stained glass windows, bas reliefs,
statues, pillars, archways, and chandeliers, all surrounding a central dome. The
place serves as an active research library; anybody can go there, but you've got
to have a reason. Common visitors can watch the researchers from an
observation deck.

Library of Congress

In addition to the main library, they have a variety of exhibits. By far the
most interesting is called "American Treasures". Here they have a vast collection
of documents and memorabilia from American history. We saw the first draft of
the Declaration of Independence, complete with cross-outs. (That was really more
interesting than the official copy they have at the National Archives.) There's also
the script to Martin Luther King's "I Have a Dream" speech, and almost everything
you could imagine between those two bookends of history. In addition to historic
writings, they also have maps, photographs, comic books, sound recordings, and
even landmark computer software. Since virtually everything that has ever been
copyrighted ends up in the Library of Congress, they have a lot to choose from.
What they have chosen to display is really a fascinating mix of Americana. [This
really was one of my favorite places anywhere. I’d love to go back there.]

It was absolutely pouring when we finished looking around the Library of Congress. We stood under a canopy outside the
main entrance, pondering just when we should make our two-block dash to the subway and just how soaked we were likely to get in the
process. A worker just happened to be sitting in a little cubbyhole beside us, enjoying a cigarette during his break. He noticed us and
said something like, "well you can just take the tunnels; they lead right to the metro". When we looked confused, he agreed to show us.
This young man stamped out his cigarette, led us inside, took us past the security guard and then down an elevator to the basement.

He walked us down a long series of hallways, showed us another bank of elevators, and gave us detailed directions for the rest of our
journey. I wish I had gotten the man's name. There was absolutely no reason he needed to do anything for us, and he certainly went
above and beyond the call of duty to escort us all this way during his break. I must say almost everyone I dealt with on both of the trips
we made to Washington was almost overly friendly to tourists; this guy certainly was the prime example of that.
I vaguely remembered from my "Presidential Classroom" trip to Washington back in high school that there was a system of
tunnels under Capitol Hill. I had no idea those tunnels were open to the public [and I’m sure after 2001 they’re not], or just how
extensive they were [VERY!]. By the time we went up the second elevator, we were literally across the street from the Capitol South
metro station—two full blocks from where we started. We made a dash across the street, and even though a cold, hard rain was still
falling, we got only a few drops on us.
We made our way back to Gallery Place, where we had arranged to meet the students before we went to church. We found
out that while we had lucked out in the rain, the kids had the opposite luck. Most of them were at the Lincoln Memorial when the
thunderstorm hit, literally as far from the metro as they possibly could have been. They ran at full speed all the way to Smithsonian
station, but they got thoroughly soaked in the process. They were huddling and shivering like homeless people when we came up to
them.
There was a bit of a delay [as we waited for a couple of particularly slow kids], but eventually we made it back onto the
train. We metroed up to Catholic University, to the same Shrine of the Immaculate Conception we went to for mass last year. The rain
had stopped by the time we got there, but it was still a bit chilly out and the kids were still a bit waterlogged. …
This was Corpus Christi, when the origins of Holy Communion are celebrated. I gave the kids a dirty look at one point during
the homily. The priest mentioned the principle of transubstantiation, the idea that the bread and wine become wholly and literally the
body and blood of Christ. In our game today, one of the questions asked what eighteen-letter word meant precisely that. None of the
kids seemed to remember the term from a decade or more of religion classes. The question and its accompanying bonus would have
been enough to change the outcome of the game. After the game and the homily back to back, I bet the kids will remember what
transubstantiation means now.
After mass I treated the kids to dinner at a Pizza Hut that was right next to the metro station by the church [a generic,
suburban-looking Pizza Hut in a very urban setting]. It was amusing to watch a priest who was eating alone at a booth across from
us. Perhaps most amusing, he was doing at least as much people-watching looking at us as we were looking at him.
We took the metro back to Arlington. On the trip back the kids visited with two brothers from Ballston (that’s brothers as in
family, not monks—we’ve left Catholic University) who had been at a concert at RFK Stadium this afternoon. Several people in the
crowd had been hit by lightning during the storm, and they had to cancel the concert. The two guys were bummed that the concert was
cancelled; they couldn't understand why a little lightning should be that much of a problem. (The next day's papers said that, while no
one died, eleven people were injured at the concert; that seems like reason enough to me to call things quits.) …
We drove back to campus and started packing up our things. While many of the kids stayed up and played cards way too late,
I got to sleep early. They could sleep while we traveled, but I had to drive.

SUNDAY, JUNE 14
Arlington, Virginia to Danville, Illinois
We were on our way fairly early this morning. I re-traced our tracks back to the George Washington Parkway. Unfortunately,
without knowing it, I ended up going the wrong direction—south toward the airport instead of north toward the beltway. Once I realized
this, we were almost to downtown Washington. I saw an exit sign for I-66, but it turned out that the exit was only toward the eastbound
lanes. Once I started on the ramp, we were committed to crossing the bridge into the District of Columbia [the first—and hopefully
last—time I’ve driven in the nation’s capital].
Jenny was sitting next to me in the blue suburban, and she almost instantly opened the atlas to the Washington city map. I
scanned it as I drove and gradually followed a series of streets that seemed more and more likely to lead out of town. Mostly it was just
a guess, though, because most of the nearby streets were not on the map. Eventually, though, I saw a landmark.
That landmark was the Woodley Park/Zoo metro station (and the Saigon Restaurant next door). I knew precisely where we
were, and more important, I knew that we could take Connecticut Avenue all the way out of town. It took a little longer than we had
planned, but we did make it out to Chevy Chase, Maryland, where Connecticut Avenue meets the beltway.
[Just shortly after this I happened to watch some “reality” crime show on TV that spotlighted a crime that took place
in Chevy Chase, right at the border with the District. It was fascinating to recognize landmark after landmark as they showed
various scenes of the area. I must say, though, I’m glad I saw that show AFTER having driven through the area.]
We followed I-270 up to Frederick, where we stopped for gas and breakfast. Then we took I-70 and I-68 west through the
mountains of Maryland to Morgantown, West Virginia. We had lunch at a Wendy’s in Morgantown and then headed west again. We
made a brief stop in Buckeye Lake, Ohio (just east of Columbus) and then headed on to Brownsburg, Indiana (just west of Indianapolis)
for supper. This was the exact same route we had taken last year, and nothing much had changed about it. It really started to feel like
home right around the Indiana border, where the trees thinned out and we started seeing mostly fields again.

Just as we got to the Hardees in Brownsburg, it started to rain. It rained harder and harder as we headed up I-74, and
eventually it became one of the worst thunderstorms I've ever seen. It was not yet sunset, but it was dark as night, and visibility was
almost nil. Many cars had pulled off, and we saw at least one on its side in the ditch. Jeremy radioed from the other suburban to ask if
we had checked a commercial radio station to see about any tornado warnings. We tried, but there wasn’t anything other than static
and music. Margaret was driving at this point, and I think she's braver than I am. She insisted that it looked a bit brighter in the west,
and she thought it was probably wiser to go on than to stop. We did go on, and her instincts were correct. The rain lightened up, and
eventually we made it to the Illinois border and the Comfort Inn in Danville, our destination for the evening.
It was a challenge to park at the Comfort Inn. More than half their lot was a pond, covered with 3-6 inches of water. We did
manage to find a couple of unflooded spaces, and we checked in and settled in for the evening.
Weather warnings were all over the TV—severe thunderstorms, tornados, and floods. Danville itself was always in watches,
rather than warnings, but the nasty weather was uncomfortably close. Having just been through a tornado at school last spring, I
definitely didn't want to deal with one tonight. [The ’98 event is the only actual tornado I’ve ever been through—knock on wood.
Among other things, the storm knocked down the 80-foot light poles on the baseball and football fields and ripped off the
metal cover on the sign in front of the school. I spent the afternoon with about ninety kids in the boys locker room.] In all
honesty, I don't know what you're supposed to do in a tornado at a motel. I suppose I'd go to the bathroom—it's an "interior room away
from windows", like they so often advise. The girls' room was on the second floor, and I made a point of going up to tell them to watch
the warnings and to come downstairs if anything was announced for our area. I also told them we were in Vermillion County, since
that’s how they usually announce storm warnings.
The weather gradually got better during the night. I tossed and turned a lot, though; this definitely was not the best night's
sleep I've ever had.

MONDAY, JUNE 15
Danville, Illinois to Algona, Iowa
While most of today's route was different from last year's, there really wasn't a lot to write about. We followed I-74 northward to
Normal and then turned onto I-39, a lovely new interstate that cuts north/south down the center of Illinois. [It’s kind of strange to think
of I-39 as “new”, but it was probably opened around 1990.] We stopped briefly at a rest area and then continued on to Rockford,
where we joined the Northwest Tollway (I-90). It was packed to far more than capacity [as it always is], but we managed to make our
way up to the Wisconsin border.
I could have strangled several of the kids this morning. I was in the blue suburban with the sophomores and Mike. I far prefer
driving that suburban to the white one, but today the mix of kids was downright annoying. Each of the boys had headphones on, and
each was singing along—very badly—to the music they were playing. If any of the three of them had sung well, or even if any two of
them had been crooning the same song, it might have been tolerable. As it was, I was about to go to the funny farm.
We stopped for lunch and gas just inside Wisconsin, at the city of Beloit. The kids were all excited that there was a Fazolli's
where we stopped. Fazolli's is a fast food place that serves Italian food. I've gotten sick twice after eating there, which was enough to
keep me away from the place now. Margaret and I instead went to the Burger King next door. [I’ve since been to Fazoli’s numerous
times, and mostly I like the place. I think it depends on what you order.]
We drove north to Madison, then west to Prairie du Chien, and north again to Decorah, where Margaret lives. We dropped the
kids off at a small shopping center [where Decorah’s Wal-Mart was then located] while I drove Margaret out to her house in the
country. She unpacked, I wished her well on her trip to Europe the next day, and we quickly said our good-byes. I had 150 more miles
to go, and I wanted to get home as soon as possible.
We waited for quite a while for the kids to re-assemble back at the shopping center. No one had actually bought anything, but
several of them (pretty much the same ones who had annoyed me this morning) seemed content to spend the whole day window
shopping.
I wasn’t about to put up with that three-way concert again this afternoon. To solve the problem, I requested that Tim come
over to the blue suburban, so I could visit with him on the last leg of the trip. I’ve been supervising him in our gifted and talented
program for the past three years. He designed the school website on the internet, and we’ve been needing to talk in depth about the
future of that site now that he has graduated. [That future was certainly bright. About the time Tim graduated we switched the
URL from his own free webspace at http://www.ncn.net/~admiraltim/bghs/ to our permanent address at
http://garrigan.unlimitedweb.net/. For his TAG project, Tim had created about fifty pages, mostly filled with text. Today our
site is constantly changing, but it has a minimum of about 1500 pages, the bulk of which display pictures. At any given time I
have from three to eight students working on the site, and it takes me about an hour a day on average to maintain things. The
site has won awards, and it really is one of the best high school sites anywhere. What’s more, besides Tim, at least five other
kids who have worked on the site have gone into computer-related careers.] Visiting with Tim made the miles go by quickly, and
before long we were once again in Wesley. We dropped off the kids who lived there and headed back to the school. The kids were
very good about sticking around to clean out the suburbans, and it wasn’t long before I was back home.

OVERALL NOTES
Because the second part of this trip duplicated last year's, I'll limit most of the "Q&A" to New York. Some of the old stand-by
questions still apply, and there's some new ones worth asking, too.

Did you like New York?
That's a definite yes. There are some qualifications, though. Probably more than anywhere else, New York exemplifies that old
cliché, "it's a nice place to visit, but I wouldn't want to live there." Doing anything in New York is a bit of a challenge. Just crossing the
street or walking a block takes far longer than it would at home, because you have to wade through all the crowds. The city is horribly
loud; even in the parks you can't really get away from all the traffic and sirens and construction. It's also a dirty place—not filthy. but
grimier than any other city I've seen in this country. All these little things start multiplying to the point where I can't imagine putting up
with them day in and day out.
For all those little problems, though, there is a lot of good about America's largest city. Its sheer size allows it to have more of
everything. While I'm sure the teenagers here act as bored as they do anywhere else, it's hard for me to imagine how you could be
bored here. You're just a subway ride away from virtually anything you could possibly want to see or do. We barely scratched the
surface of the city's top-notch museums; there are literally dozens of others I'd like to see when I return again. We also didn't see any of
the city's entertainment offerings (although there's really not much on Broadway you couldn't see in Minneapolis or Chicago). Just
walking around the neighborhoods and experiencing city life is fascinating in itself, and I could spend days wandering aimlessly through
the streets of Manhattan.
What I'd really like to do is make an extended trip to the city. That’s more or less what Sarah Reel is doing as a nanny. For
me the equivalent would have been fun to have gone to graduate school at NYU or Columbia Teachers' College or even Rutgers. I
would have spent a summer or two half studying and half bumming around the town. Instead, of course, I combined my master's
degree with a couple of summers being a beach bum on the Gulf Coast. Maybe some year (decades from now, when I either win the
lottery or get my master's degree paid off) I will take some summer courses out east. I'm willing to bet, though, that I'll be back for
another short trip before then.
[I’ve been back to New York twice since this trip, and I thoroughly enjoyed both trips. I concentrated on visiting the
“outer boroughs” (particularly Queens and the Bronx), which are somewhat less crowded and more pleasant than Manhattan.
New York still is not my favorite city, and I’d still say it has as many disadvantages as positives. It is large enough to be able
to offer virtually everything to everyone, though—which makes it a lot more interesting than Algona.]

What did you like most in New York?
I'm going to cop out and not really answer that question with one individual place. Really, what I liked best was just exploring
the city, getting to see New York and New Yorkers in all their infinite variety. It's fascinating to walk around and suddenly see a famous
building you've read about (as I did when I just happened to come up upon Lever House, the granddaddy of the "glass box"
skyscrapers) or to stop into a nondescript restaurant and have it turn out to be something really special. I've had those experiences
elsewhere, but in New York they seem to happen more often than in other places.
Family and friends who know what a transit advocate I am would not be surprised if I said I liked the subway best. While I
wouldn't say that quite so bluntly, the subway was definitely an integral part of the experience of seeing the city. We basically did the
same thing in New York that I did in Spain years ago—taking the train and surfacing in a wide variety of different neighborhoods. It's
fascinating to go down underground, come up again, and have things be totally different than what you left. We had that experience
repeatedly in New York, and for me it really was the highlight of the trip.

What did you like least?
For me the biggest headache was the sheer size of the city—in terms of both people and area. New York City takes up as
much land as Los Angeles (which has more of a reputation for sprawl). The island of Manhattan alone is more than twelve miles long,
and even the main tourist areas (Midtown and the Financial District) are about four miles apart. There were several attractions in the
outer boroughs that I would have loved to have seen, but I would have spent over an hour on the subway each way just to get there-and that's on the express lines. [Some people remarked on my later trips at how much I packed into my days in New York. I
managed to do that through careful planning. I stayed near the end of an express subway line and planned my trip so I
basically worked my way from one end of the city to another. Even after seeing all of those things, though, there are still
dozens of other things I’d like to go back and see.]
New York's traffic has a bad reputation, but to me it seemed as if the traffic was at least as bad in the suburbs. [Sensibly, the
majority of people don’t drive in New York.] In the city the real problem was just the mob of people. Almost everywhere you go there
are crowds. I suppose those who live here get used to it, but for me it was truly maddening.
Going along with the size problem are all the tall, bulky, but architecturally uninspired buildings. I like nothing more than to look
out over the magnificent Chicago skyline; it's too bad New York's isn't equally splendid. New York could have been even more beautiful
than Chicago. Unfortunately almost all its builders seemed to put up nothing but hulking boxes. That's bad enough for office buildings,
but it's absolutely inexcusable for residences. I've seen uglier cities (Dallas and Denver come to mind), but I've never seen another that
is architecturally so far below its potential. [New York really is an ugly city. Even those skyscrapers that do have architectural
value get lost amid all the other towers. Except in the outer boroughs there’s very little parkland, and even away from

downtown the waterfront is mostly an industrial wasteland. If you’re looking for a beautiful skyscraper city, go to Pittsburgh
(seriously). New York is about the lifestyle, not the scenery.]

What were New Yorkers like?
I'm always amused when writing these travelogues to come to this question that requires me to make a blanket statement
about everyone I came in contact with on a trip. I must say, almost none of the stereotypes I've ever had or heard of about New Yorkers
was true. They were not pushy, hurried, abrupt, rude, loud, or indifferent to other people. The waiters were not demanding of tips, and
no one displayed weapons on the street. They may have been a bit insular and parochial, and there is a bit of an attitude that they
assume everyone knows how things work in New York. Even those attributes, though, were not as pronounced as I expected.
I can very honestly say that the New Yorkers I dealt with were among the friendliest and most pleasant people I've
encountered anywhere in my travels. The kids made similar comments repeatedly. They were far more pleasant than, for instance,
most Westerners I've encountered, who seem to have the attitude that everyone should fend for himself. They also don't have that fake
friendliness that never ceased to annoy me in the South.
[I’ve echoed that statement in future travelogues, and I’d reiterate it today. In fairness I should say that Margaret
seemed less impressed with New Yorkers’ friendliness. She would also agree that Easterners are friendlier than Southerners
(for whom pasting on an artificial smile means “hospitality”), and New Yorkers are generally more hospitable than others in
the East.]

What about all that crime we hear about?
If you think carefully, you probably haven't heard of serious crime in New York (in the news, as opposed to in fiction) in over a
decade. […And we’ve heard even less about it in the years since this trip.] I was expecting to have to worry about crime (petty
theft, mostly), but we had almost no problems. I watched myself less in New York than in Washington, and far less than I did in
Baltimore last summer. The only crime problems we had involved theft from our rooms in that nice hotel in Somerset. A paperback book
of Margaret's disappeared, and one of the girls said that the maid stole $20 she had left in her room. I personally think it was stupid of
her to leave money in the hotel room to begin with (as a matter of fact, one of the hand-outs I gave the kids specifically said not to do
that), but it was unfortunate both the money and the book disappeared.

How do you like traveling with students?
It's both good and bad. Most of the kids this year were very good about keeping themselves entertained as we traveled. While
I hate to admit it, it was probably good that Tim brought that computer with him. The kids in the white suburban spent almost the entire
trip out to New York (and some of the way back from Washington) playing a trivia game he had on his hard drive. The other kids mostly
either slept or listened to music as we drove. [I’ve since bought that game, You Don’t Know Jack, myself, though I haven’t
played it for some time. Writing this makes me think it might be fun to play it again this coming weekend.] What's awkward
when traveling with kids is that it's a bit of a challenge to have a lengthy conversation with them. I can tell more and more these days
that I grew up in another era than the one these kids live in; a lot of the time I just drove along in silence. [That generation gap has
become even more true in recent years, and these days every kid has grown up traveling with a host of electronic gear. Kids
st
are somewhat more polite in the 21 Century than they were in the ‘90s, though, which has made more recent trips a bit more
pleasant.]
There's a fine line between supervising the group and giving them freedom to see things on their own, too. Each year we’ve
done these quiz bowl trips, I’ve allowed the kids a bit more freedom than in the past. While I was a little worried about this year's plan, it
worked out almost ideally. It was good to start out in New York with a very structured, closely supervised day, and then to allow them
freedom—so long as they stayed in small groups and let me know where they were. The kids liked that (and managed to use their
privilege well, rather than getting into trouble), and it also gave Margaret and me the freedom to see things like the Intrepid and the
Cloisters, instead of the Hard Rock Cafe and the Statue of Liberty.
[I’ve tightened things up more in recent years. That’s not because the kids misbehaved. Rather, it was because they
expected more supervision. Parents these days are EXTREMELY overprotective; they plan their kids lives to death and rarely
let even teenaged children make their own decisions or do much of anything spontaneous. That means that many times kids
don’t know how to do things on their own—which I personally see as a problem.]

I hear you planned a lot of this trip on the internet. How did that work out?
I did a lot of on-line planning last year, too, and we had some surprises when things were not quite as they seemed to be
ahead of time. This year, though, almost everything I had planned worked out well. It was especially useful to have looked in detail at
the various sites for the transit agencies whose trains we used. They all worked differently, and it was good to know going into things
just what to expect. I also made all the lodging reservations online, which both allowed me to compare prices, locations, and amenities
easily and also provided a discount over the rate you get when you reserve by phone. I’ve found travel planning is one of the best uses
for the internet, and I will certainly continue making plans online in the future.
[I doubt I’ve traveled anywhere in the past ten years without doing at least a bit of online planning. I’ve booked every
single hotel room I’ve stayed in (and there have been A LOT of them) over the internet, and planning online has allowed me to
find hotels that were convenient to transit—even in cities (like Los Angeles and Miami) where cars are thought to be essential.
More recent developments have allowed me to “scope out” areas I will be walking through, so I’m less likely to be taken by
surprise and accidentally wander into an area where I’d rather not go.]

In Conclusion
This may be the last trip we make to nationals for a while. I'd like to think we'll go again when we can actually be competitive in
the tournament. That, after all, is the real point of the trip. This year it got a bit too far away from that, and I don't want that to happen
again. [While there are numerous ways of qualifying for nationals, I’ve since insisted that our kids actually win a tournament
in order to make the trip. While we still haven’t done as well as we did that first year, the change in policy has definitely made
us more competitive.]
This was a good trip, though. It was good to see Washington again, and I've wanted to go to New York for years (really ever
since I spent an afternoon there with my father back in 1983). While I was concerned about things ahead of time, everything went
remarkably well in the end. Both the kids and the adults had a good time; it was a fun and enjoyable trip.

